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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, JULY 14, 1913.
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leaders In congress, crowded into the:
at kerf Senator Nelson.
FIGHTING
"Money." said the witness.
president's room in the executive of-- ;
AGAINST ORDER
flees.
"Had a large colored vote that needIt was the largest conference
ed seeing often," he explained.
held here since the Wilson adminis-- l
RETIRING HIM
"Yon had to see the colored voters
(ration began.
"
over
and
oer
suggested
again
Don't Think Strike Likely.
).
II.
Washington,
('., July
Chairman Overman.
Several railroad engineers in this
At the navy department today it is
"Yes, the last fellow who got 'em
did
be
not
city declared today they
declared that the case of Cant. Tenin-- '
'
had 'cm on election day."
lieve the older men in the conductors'
lib .M. Potts, recently retired by se- On June 14, IfliMi, Cushiug wrote to
would
or trainmen's organizations
of the plucking board,
lection
is a
Mulhall telling him that he conld
strike. One engineer said:
closed incident, so far as that departpoint out that Pearre was "playing
ment is concerned. With the approval
"You don't, suppose a conductor who
,
ll.ntl, riiuf
fuel..
.,,! cf,tlil,CTi,
IU
v uu"
,IJW11
iiic iiiiuuil.
and fifty
is now between forty-fivof the president and in full compliance
wrote:
THE
GREEKS
CIRCULATE
STORIES
GF
jing
PAYWILL NOT BE COERCED INTO
LOS
BETWEEN
ON
CARS
LOBBYIST GOES
with law, it. is stated, the name of ELECTRIC
years old is going to strike?" he ask"You Ought to point out to all such
ed. "They would be foolish to do so.
OF THE BULGARIAN Cap). Potts was transferred to the reBARBARITIES
WAGES
EMPLOYES
THEIR
COLLIDE-ELEVING
ANGELES AND VENICE
STAND TO REFUTE ATTACKS ON people that is, those
who naturaltired list July 1, and, it is stated fur
Where could he get a position paying
ly ought, to he against Pearre how he
us the railroads
cannot
lie
BUT
FERDINAND
it
to
as
much
KING
the
restored
that,
him
money
TO
ther
ALL
TROOPS,
PROPORTION
OF
OUT
ARE KILLED AND 150
DENIES
PERSONAL CHARACTER.
is trying to play doui enas againsr
active list except, by specific direction
are giving him? Th" conductors and
for
RENDERED.
he
is
the
DENIES AND ASKS INVESTIGATION tcf congress.
SERVICES
attorney
trainmen are now the best paid men
HE ATTEMPTED TO SELL LETTERS the middle; that
BEGUN
Baltimore and Ohio and could not. exon the railroads for the service they
In t lie present, status of the case, it
cuse himself as a paid employe if he
don't
'is further declared, it. is beyond the
perform," he declared, "and
does not oppose legislation when it CONFERENCE CALLED
will wive them PEACE DOES NOT
railroads
believe
the
'power of the president to restore Capt.
SIMPLY WANTED TO
comes to a show down.
their demands."
'Potts to the active list, even if he
both
"So while Pearre is playing
BY PRESIDENT WILSON
SEEM TO MATERIALIZE should desire to recall and reverse his FOUR DEAD ARE AS
Willing to Arbitrate.
SERVE THE PUBLIC ends against the middle, perhaps you
act ion in approving the order of the
The unions are willing to meet the
can play both ends against the midretirement o that officer.
YET UNIDENTIFIED
difto
all
effort,
settle
an
in
dle on your own account."
New York, N. Y., July 14. The railways
Saloniki. July 4. The sacking and
Following the retirement of Capt.
ferences by means of arbitration unWashington, D. C, Juy 14. Martin
A letter from Holtzman to Mulhall
involved in the wage der the Newlands amendments to the burning of the town of Seres by the Potts, however, the president again
M. Muhall,
lobbyist for ten June 24, 190H, urged the latter to help eastern railroads
l.os Angeles, Calif., July 11. Corwith the trainmen ami Krdman act, according
to the an- defeated Bulgarian army and the ac- sent the name of Capt. Jioush to the
years for the National Association of immediately to raise funds
for the ccntroversy
on women and senate for promotion to the. grade of rected list showed today that 11 pera
P.. Garrelson,
slatement
companying
outrages
issued
A.
and
conductors
of
nouncement
senate
the
Manufacturers, interrupted
final effort to beat Pearre at the prim
atrocities on men, were fully confirm- rear admiral from the date of the re- sons were killed last night ill tho
ot
lobby investigation today to reply to aries.
It is said that. Pearre waB through the conference committee still W. G. Lee, heads of the Railway ed today in a dispatch from
a well tirement of Rear Admiral Mertz, thus
reck of two electric trains between
were
to
the
here
that
attend
are
who
atwhat he declared were personal
Trainmen,
they
working "the labor racket" with great managers, saying
The an- known Greek correspondent.
advancing the date of his commission this city and Venice, as three cars ran
White House conference.
tacks on his character and his pur success and that the federal office unwilling to proceed under the
act. This is the. roads reply to nouncement of the railway managers,; The retreating Bulgarian soldiers, as rear admiral from June 15, as com-- into a stalled train. Twenty passengpose in the expose.
holders" are supplying the money.
several
tin? they said, was a complete reversal of lie telegraphed, opened a cannonade firmed, to March 26. That nomination ers were seriously
injured,
submitted
by
ultimatums
the
to
in
In
a
letter
to
He denied that he had tried
sell
Cushing
April, 1906,
with four field guns from a hill above is now before the senate and if con-- : fj.tally, and 150 others bruised and
their previous declaration not to
unions
or
a conference
yesterday.
on
the great mass of papers and letters Miunall wrote
the town on Friday. At the same firmed would ileave no vacancy in the cut.
which were recently published, and March 22, between President RooseThe statement says that the comsoldiers list, of rear admirals to which Capt.
The conference between Piesident time bands of Bulgarian
which now are in the hands of the velt and Samuel Gompers, at which mittee's policy has never changed,
Investigation was begun tJt'ay to
senate committee. Later, he said, he the letter said, Gompers declared that that it has consistently refused to be Wilson and presidents of the four scoured the streets, pillaging and Potts could be appointed, toeven if tho fix the blame for the Pacific jwer.-tr- ie
that line
accident last night ;it Vineyard
more in "coerced through threats of strikes large eastern railways and represen-- l burning until the greater part of the authorities were inclined
proposed to introduce witnesses and if labor were not favored
ot action.
iletters to show that he had been en- legislation, it would carry on a cam- into "paying railroad employes wages tatives of the Conductors and Traill-- town was blazing.
station, where II wero killed and
Even the foreign
consulates in
Although not admitted by friends nearly 150 injured. The turvo In tun
gaged for months in "trying to give paign to elect labor men to congress. out of all proportion to the duties per- men's unions late today reached an
to of Capt. Potts, it. is reported that they tracks of the Venice shorHino at
away" the great file of correspondence Mulhall wrote Cushing that he had formed. The managers have been con- agreement on tne provisions or me Seres were not spared, according
are disposed to mane an ertort to pre- - ;ulac0 partially is held responsible for
The Austro-Hun- 'hill, amending the Krdman the correspondent.
which has brought officers of the Na- - found that the "threat of Mr. Gompers sistent in
contending that the Krdman Newlandsit.
vent the appointment of Capt. Bousb jtl;o failure of the motorman to see tha
were
offices
senate.
Senator
consular
tional Association of Manufacturers Iwas being carried out to the best of act does not
as
the
plunderact,
garian
passed
of
protect the. interest
The bank of Athens, the Orien- to the vacancy to which Capt. i'otts stationary cars with which his train
and labor leaders and congressmen his ability," and added that the Gom- all
Newlands announced that the bill ed.
concerned.
parties
would have been entitled had he re collided. His body was not found in
would be passed by the house tomor- tal hank, the Palace of the Metropoliinto prominence.
Mulhall's statement pers "labor leaders are doing their ut"Should the Newlands bill be
the great, synagogue, all the mained on the active list. In case the debris. Carroll Bartholome, conwas made in connection with his re- most to turn their labor organization
row with only a few minor changes.
tan,
into law. the committee will, of
schools, tobacco warehouses of the they were successful in that endeavor ductor of the last car of the stationary
quest that he be allowed to read a into the Hearst movement in Philacourse, be willing to submit to arbiAmerican, Austrian and German com- it is admitted it would add another tiain, said today he made an effort to
letter he had written May lfl, 1913, to delphia."
"I am perfectly confident that Mr. tration by a board provided in the MANY
Perrilon Maxwell, editor of the Hearst
panies were burned after they had complication to the already tangled ' Pag down" the approaching cars, but
of rates
all been pillaged. The American To- case of Mr. Meyer's aid for personnel. that the niotormau failed to observe
Magazine, urging him to have William Gompers and his labor leaders can be Newlands bill, all questions
LITTER
conalone suffered to the Beyond the fact that Capt .Potts has his signals. Of the dead, four men rebacco
R. Hearst make the mass of letters badly beaten if the movement is taken of pay and working conditions of
WILSON'S DESK extent company
obtained a certified copy of his record mained unidentified
ductors and trainmen."
of $1,000,000.
public through his publications. This hold of in time," Mulhall wrote.
early today, two
.
The conference committee of the
"I know if you take hold in the
letter reiterated former statements
were crucified, hacked
anli tw0 wUiteS.
Many
people
Japunese
received
"u
luc
that the writer did not want, money, right way," he concluded, "no more railroad managers today
Washington, I). C, July .H. When to pieces or burned alive by the mad- The known dead:
like the one that called from unions formal notification that President Wilson reached his desk to- dened Bulgarians, who committed in- - i';f nis actio,ls or pwpowa sinoe 1,18 re'
hut wanted to get the lobbying
Miss Edna Alter, Pasadena.
ments published as a "service to the with Gompers on the president will the strike vote had been ratified yes- day after a brief vacation at Cornish, credible outrages on woman of an tirement.
Ollie W. Axley, San Francisco,
conthat
recites
ever
statement
not
even
be
The
is
I
and
know
Potts
conThat
the
the
to
conference
gotten up
that
N. II., ill addition
public."
Capt.
terday.
ues, many of whom died. The
Miss Veronica Miller, Lob Angeles.
"I have attempted for the past two splendid organization you have got in the general committee of the union regarding the threatened strike on the dition of those who escaped is lament- - isidering an appeal to the courts to go
Merle Evans, Los Angeles.
unan
a
"have
months to give them away," Muhall the National Association of Manufac- meeting subsequently,
eastern railroads, he found much busi- able. Rich merchants are dying of into bis case was stated today by
William Taylor, address unknown.
ofturers can easily put those people out mously approved the strike vote and ueas awajtjllg nja attention,
told the committee.
hunger, while wretched mothers are close advisor of the retired naval
Jacob Barman, address unknown.
he
have authorized Messrs. Lee and Car- "I uever had in mind the question of business."
whUe Mouse offlcilll) ttml cabmt,t trying to find covering and food for ficer. It had been suggested thatconEdward Murray, Canda, Calif.
1906.
to
Mulhall
test
lu
to
into
court
the
which
these
write
at
hour
the
go
"fix
children.
to
began
retson
and
might
July
starving
of the money I would receive for
from 8C,a(ling their naked
The names of few of the injured
- offluprs
or
serand
receive
letters
about
of
from
the
law,
Did Not Hear of Losses.
personnel
campaigns organizations will retire
stitutionality
them."
matprial reuuiring
..PHi.,nr
known early today. It was
were
to
in Pennsylvania
ot
to
disClaims
the
and
Court
congressional
vice." The letter says that Lee
Officers of the American Tobacco might apply
when lie re-- j
but
or
"But you did sell them later to the
attention,
thought
thought
virtually all were from Los
'
tricts, and he wrote to Cushing:
Carrefson have at the earnest solici- turned he found an accumulation that company said today that they had review the case.
New York World?" asked
Senator
Angeles or vicinity:
"It might be of some interest to t; tion of disinterested
affinterests
taken
has
not
Potts
any
concern
advices
no
received
Capt.
private
Reed.
would awe the ordinary man.
Mexico, both.
E, A, Rye, Torreon,
you to show you what the Gompers
to attend today's
irmative action since his arrival in
to sign ing the destruction of their warehouse
"I will offer further papers and wit- people are doing in this state. They bren authorized
him
hours
will
take
It
many
broken, internal injuries,
inadds:
but is spending his time
and
were
at
Macedonia.
Washington,
at
conference
Washington,
Seres,
They
nesses on that point," said Mulha,ll. "I have nominated President Thomas D.
commissions to office, to army and clined to doubt
Mrs. Johnston, Youngstown, Ohio,
that the loss was a mil- fioing over the records at the Navy
"The local committeemen have re- the
did not sell them. I fell . into the Nichols for the tenth
congressional turned ,to their lionises under instruc- navy positions, the letters, autographs lion dollars, as. stated in cable ad- Department, considering precedents internally injured.
hands of' a gentleman named Barnf district of Pennsylvania on the Demand documents thatWill be waiting vices.
of the
P. R. Forrester, motorman
jand studying the law. He Is expected
tion not to return to the service, pend-- '
who came over to look at the letters ocratic "ticket and I should
could be taken be- his
If
him.
whose failure to observe signals,
next
to
the
within
definite
picture
action
lake
flyer,
sincrepredict
we
Excesses.
and
Deny
Bulgarians
for Mr. Hearst. I have learned since now that unless there is very good ir.g further instructions
hind the pile of these documents that
is thought to have caused the acci- London, July 14. King Ferdinand week.
that he is what is known as a newspa work done In that district we will ly trust, that crisis may not be precipi ..
t.:
..nn.,;,inn. iltou vo" or
a long message nis- that, dint, disappeared after the crash. He
known
be
it
has
in
let
to
Potts
effort
an
any
Capt.
luted
Bulgaria,
,
compel
,
,
by
per tipster. The letters were given have a red hot
in the next
an put mere hi one nine, ins u.m.v mi patched from Sofia on
to return.
i2, informs his first action will be the placing of jv as located today by company of
to the New York World, but later Mr. congress. Thereagitator
are aboul 40,000 ti ose committeemen
would be concealed.
face
News:
tne
ail information in his case before the ficials.
attended
who
Evening
the
of
Most,
delegates
Barry came and wanted me to break miners in that district and Nichols is
Helen Kane, of Escanaba, Ml iV ,
In the Roosevelt administration an
"The stories and reports which the president and asking for a review by
the contract with the World, saying their ideal. Besides, John Mitchell is the convention that ratified the Btrike
was reported today as probably
he could get $750,000 for letters of the pledged to come into that district, and vote left the city late last night. The old and careful White House official Greeks and Servians have been circu- him of the entire matter. Since tho
cabled case has already been before tho pres-- fatally injured. Her body was crush-idecommittee of 100 is still here. estimated that "the colonel" signet) lating in Europe concerning
National Association of Manufactur- work for the Democratic ticket.
j general
twice in other forms, men at eci.
to his name between 50,000 and 60,000 outrages committed by my troops on
to
return
expect
Garretson
and
Lee
ers.
"I hope Mr. Sherman and the Re-- !
in the navy department do not expect;
C. U. Craig and his wife, of Detroit,
Servian
and
Greek
much
a
of
total
or
the
populations
times
each
year,
'""&
"I said that the letters were not publican congressional committee will 1NPW or i,.o..u
- Macedonia
are absolutely unfounded that the president will take any ac-- , were internally injured and their
f"'e leaving they said that the hour wore than 200,000 during his incum- and
for sale; that the National Association get busy in the near future.
are published witn tne oDject or
oition is serious.
Sensible legislation
bi.ncy of office.
nillS tue men ""V,1" the
of Manufacturers did not have money
Mulhall said the Sherman referred for
.
a bad impression."
Miss Ingebord Swendson,
of Chi
since
creating
and
be
could
reached,
reorganization
no
departmental
settlement
to
that
enough
buy them; that I had no to was the late vice president. Some
tola or me noerties
knee
had
a
fermnana
fractured.
num
reduced
both
the
King
cago,
have
time
except
to
unknown
anybody
TRAVELER
proposition of blackmail in connection of the congressmen who Mulhall said "was
L. T. Denton, Kansas City, leg and
ber of presidential signatures neces- enjoyed by the people of Adrhuiople
with them."
were on the "Gompers blacklist" were themselves."
and
to
their
without
FOUND DYING
in
regard
nationality
ribs broken.
been
an
has
increase
sary, but there
At this point Muhall 's statement given in a letter from him to Cushing
play" by youths who
the number of postoffice appoint- doses with the allegation:
Confer at Washington.
IN JUAREZ, MEX. To "horse
was interrupted by the committee. He as follows:
attacks and perseen- the train whistle, is at"Systematic
with
and
played
"
and
Whether
14.
D.
C
navy
ments,
promotions
army
Juy
Washington,
said he wanted Editor Maxwell and
"The principal parties that he will
tions have been directed against the
tributed the loss of eleven lives and
Louis Seibold of the New York World, attempt to defeat this fall will be a strike of trainmen and conductors other business that will keep Presi- RiiUrarian ulpmnnl tn Mnppitnniil
hv
El Paso, Texas, July 14. J. Jacobs, tne
as
at.
avoid
be
work
Wilson's
dent
jnjurig ot some hundred and fifty
fully
pen
and other witnesses called in his be- Chairman Jenkins of the house judi- of the eastern railroads may
The
from
I'tom Switzerland,
disappeared
perBon8 iate jagt night. Two Pacific
of a conference many times each month or year as the Servians and the Greeks.
the
was
ed
subject
half. Mr. Seibold is already under ciary committee,
Speaker Cannon,
his wife between trains at the I'niou Kiectric trains collided, telescoping
districts of Kastoria, Fiorina and
between vas that of Colonel Roosevelt.
subpoena by the committee.
Congressman Dalzell of the Pittsburgh at the white house today
have been cleared of all well ed- station Saturday and was found in jail two cars and wrecking another at
The house committee appointed to district, and Congressman Littlelield, President Wilson and representatives
Mr wllB01
wriles hig name m an ucated men and the
prisons of Saloni- in Juarez today and brought to EljVineyard station, near the city limits.
of the employes and the railroads eHgy flowiugi
1)()ld
investigate the Mulhall charges was of Maine."
style. signing ki are overflowing with innocent Bul- Paso in a dying condition.
He was
Three trains loaded with excursion-starSecrePresident
concerned.
Wilson,
unable to proceed today owing to
Senator Reed brought in the name
i..wnrt., Vvit.n h writps thirteen garians. Great numbers of Bulgato lsts to the beach at Venice, sixteen
cut
his
naked,
baiiy
body
of
the
Newlands
Chairman
Br'an'
Nicholas
monopolization of the witnesses by of former
Congressman
Coone, Hoo8evelt Biged rians have been transported from pieces. Juarez police said they found 'miles from Ixis Angeles, had stopped
the senate and is considering taking Longworth and P. H. Goebel of senate interstate commerce cuhuuib- "Theodore Roosevelt," seventeen
their homes in the country to Greece him that way. He told the El Paso t
a curve where a switch is turned,
house
a recess for two weeks.
Ohio, when he put in the record an sion, Chairman Clayton of the
a little more labor each time and to the islands of the Aegean lice that he slashed himself with a jThe last train began moving forward
and
committee
Republican
judiciary
a
article from
Philadelphia paper
than Mr. Wilson gives. President sea. The same cruel regime has been broken bottle. He could not remem-'whilthe two foremost trains
Washington, D. C, Juy 14. Martin August 8, 1906, in which Longworth Leader Mann represented the govern- Taft's "Wm. H. Taft" brought his applied to the Bulgarians in the re
where he left his clothes, money mained at a standstill.
M. Mulhall, who acknowledges himself and Goebel were said to be opposed ment; President Samuel Rea of the work below
that of either of the other gions occupied by the Serians. Pure- - ac(j watch.
Carroll Bartholomae, the conduc- to have been one of the chief lobby by the American Federation of La- Pennsylvania, Daniel Williard of the tv o, cutting more than half onon Col- - hy
has
Kukush
town
of
tor
of the last car on the center train.
Bulgarian
StevW.
to
for
Dolice
look
was
asked
The
and
Baltimore
Ohio; George
lsts for the National Association of bor.
the been completely burned by the Greek him
Mrs. Jacobs who said they Humped on the track with his light
of the Chesapeake and Ohio; W. ouel Roosevelt and nearly half
ens,
by
been
had
Manufacturers, was on hand today
a
"Longworth
pretty good
trouble of President Wilson. "Wil- troops."
down the approaching
were from Salinas, Cal en route to t0 "fag"
when the senate investigating commit fellow when you went to see him for C. Browti, of the New York Central
Thousands of refugees, King Ferdl Switzerland.
at!train- Some 'outhB on tne car- - 8ay
left
her
Her
husband
tee met, prepared to make additional the National Association of Manufac- lines, and Frank Trumbull, chairman liam McKinley" is the way President
in Sofia,
of the board of the Chesapeake and McKinley signed during his four and nand concludes, on arriving
the Union station while they were Passengers who escaped death, pulled
disclosures concerning
the alleged turers?"
office. That gave him "gave terrifying accounts of the hor
was
half
in
a
and
years
the
railroads,
for a train.
Ohio,
ithe, 'hi8Jtl in fst- , ThiB- - 11 mm
represented
activities of "big interests" in shaping
"I had never met Mr. Longworth
rible deeds committed by the Ser- waiting
was
fifteen letters to write.
A. B. Garretson, of the
Presidents
Mrs. Jacobs had a hard time getting
legislation.
up to that time," said the witness.
The Bulgarian
A president must put his name to vians and the Greeks.
by the motorman of the
of Railway Conductors, and W. G.
unyone at the Union station to under interpreted
John Mitchell, the labor leader, was
Correspondence submitted dealt
moving train as the signal to go
Brotherhood of Railway every commission for a postmaster in government is ready to come to an in- stand her. She could
the
of
Lee,
Swiss
only
Mulhall's
speak
with
efforts in behalf
'
subponeaed for today. Former Conahead.
inquiry which will en and Italian and efforts to
represented the employes. addition to sending their names to the ternational
get her to
gressman George A. Pearre of Mary- of the National Association of Manu- Trainmen,conference
tile
the world concerning
ror action; do the same for
the
between
senate
Today's
were
or
German
understand English
land, was excused until Monday and facturers to bring about the
men and the president concerns every army and navy officer receiving stories of these excesses.
ANNUAL REVIEW
Mitchell was told to come back July
unavailing.
of Congressman Littlefield and
in congress
for promotion; sign the commission
of
two
bills
pending
25, when Samuel Gompers has been di to defeat the present congressman,
14.
The
Roumania,
Bucharest,
July
act
THE FRENCH
proof
the
Erdman
and
West
amendment
from
Point
every graduate
rected to appear.
Daniel McGillicuddy.
to Roumania and
viding for arbitration of wage dis- Annapolis; sign all personal letters, Bulgarian minister
INVESTIGATING
ARMY TO-DA- Y
of the legation left today on
Muhall's first testimony today re
putes. It is understood that both the n.any autographs and hundreds of the staff
for
'Sofia.
a
lated to letters from Marshall Cushing, PRESIDENT GIUES
Tho
train
IN
GRAFTING
report
special
and the railroads are miscellaneous
brotherhoods
documents,
together
secretary of the National Association
Paris, July 14. The presence of
satisfied with the Newlands bill, al- v.lth messages to congress, all laws that detachments of Roumanian cavHAWAIIAN ISLE. detachments
of Manufacturers, suggesting a camPARDONS
of native regiments from
ready passed by the senate, but that passed by that body and too many alry have occupied Dobritch, Baltchik
and the surrounding villages Is offpaign against Pearre.
the French colonies In Africa,
in the other
the Clayton bill, introduced
to mention.
BANKERS
TWO
things
Special Iking, Annam and Madagascar lent un- Hilo, Hawaii,
icially confirmed.
July
"Why did you oppose Pearre?" askhouse, largely at the instance of SecPresident Wilson has no particular
Saloniki. July
Thrt Austro- - 'guards were assigned to those concern- wonted interest today to the annual
ed Reed.
.1
J,
Wilson, is not so satisfactory. iuea
1
U.... retary
!...
u.
mi..ror
sevtMu.
uie
uisposuig
HnnKsirian and the Italian consuls sta- - ed in the prosecution of the graft
Washington, D. C, July 14. Presi- The latter proposes that the secrereview at Longchamp of the garri"On account of his stand on the indocuments a day that must oeart-onejn tnig ctty haye gone tQ Sores Ivestigation into the affairs of Hawaii son at Paris, by the president of the
granted uncondi- tary of labor should be included as
junction bill, same as I did McComas," dent Wilson today
,. in c
as the result of an attempt republic on the anniversary of the
tional pardon to William F. Ketten-bac- one of the official mediators. There bis signature. He does it occasionally lo vf,rif.. thG 8toripa
said the witness.
at. his office early i"!roeities "committed
and Geo. H. Kester, each sen- has been considerable objection
the Bulgarian ast night to kill Deputy Sheriff Ed- - taking of the bastile in 1789.
to when he arrives
The plan by which (Mulhall and the
by
the morning before his visitors begin troors and tp n1d thp(r ottj7p,1B
s
ward K. Simmons, an important
After the presentation to the presiofficers of the Philadelphia Typothe-ta- e tenced to five years imprisonment for that feature.
tc arrive; sometimes m tne afternoon
to
His
the
for
false
the
s
comptrolprosecution.
to
reports
making
break
of
the
house
dent of the colors of the forty regidown
the
the
by
proposed
Acceptance
not
is
a spare minute, but
when there
was dynamited, but Simmons ments on parade and the Inspection
ler of the currency on the condition
d
bill, as it passed the senate,
printers' strike there in 1905 was
WHY NO I
Idaho, National which has been approved by the civic citen at night. He is not a night workof the escorts, all the troops marched
jand his wife escaped serious injury.
in a report Mulhall identified as of the Lewiston,
The cause of the investigation
one he had made to John A. Mclntyre, bank of which they were president association, would undoubtedly re- er. He reserves the evenings for
U.
past. The native detachments were
by the legislature was the re given the place of honor at the head
They were move the possibility of a strike.
pleasure with his family or friends or
secretary of the National Typothetae. and cashier, respectively.
MILLS
POWDER
conto
not
cent
does
not
confession
K.
of
care
He
for
have
Auditor
convicted
Charles
reading.
April 4, 1911, but
of the column and received a treThe report to Mclntyre told of an arncoiUKIU 1TIISUU I'll illO Oil I
Maguire to the speculations totalling mendous ovation. Another feature of
from Cornish, N. H., had before himtsider business at night unless the clrrangement with employment agencies served any of their sentences.
He was sentenced to five the review which made a great hit
Washington, D. C, July 24. Secre- $so,000.
a pile of documents on the situation tumstances warrant.
by which men could be secured, who
with the onlookers was a detachment
which he said he would examine bewere encouraged to go on strike as PRESIDENT WILSON SENDS
tary Garrison has declined a request years in the penitentiary.
NOMINATIONS TO SENATE. fore the conference.
of the French government for permisof military dogs, who marched past In
eoon a sthe labor unions suggested it.
THE DAY IN CONGRESS. sion to have some of its ordinance ROOSEVELT PLANS TRIP
Detatils of the fight against Pearre
perfect order.
he
INTO NO MAN'S LAND.
Washington, D. C, July
officers inspect the processes of Amerwere brought out through a letter
Senate Will Consider Act.
During the review, five army aeroHouse.
ican powder manufacture. The origiIrom Muhall to M. C. Holtzman of president today made the following
Washington, D. C, July 14. At Presplanes darted here and there over the
Williams. Ariz., July 14. Colonel heads of the troops while a military
Not in session ; meets at noon nal request covers not only the govident Wilson's suggestion the senate
Cumberland, Md., dated April 27, 1906, nominations.
ernment factories but the great pri- Theodore Roosevelt will rest at Grand dirigible circled and
Secretary of the legation of Para late today agreed to meet tomorrow Tuesday.
maneuvered
which outlined a plan "to send you all
Received answer to Tillman resolu- vate corporations which make the Canyon three or four days before around the track.
the labor organizers you wish, and guay and Uruguay, H. F. Arthur tc consider amendments to the Erdman act. Senator Kern telephoned tion information on armor plate from larger part of the smokeless power of starting on a
ride, he anguarantee all of them to be first class Scheinfeld of District Columbia.
nounced last night, He was met yes- OFFICER OF GRAND
Secretary of legation at Lima, Peru, the suggestion from the white house, Secretary Daniels, urging Investiga- the government.
men," to organize the fight against
Richard E. Pennoyer, of California.
his
as to terday by Nicholas
while the conference between the pres- tion cost of government armor plate
Roosevelt,
LODGE O. R. C, DIES.
The secretary's declination
Pearre.
Collector of internal revenue, sixth ident and railway officials and em- factory.
Cedar Rapids, la., July 14. W. J.
A letter to Mulhall from C. P. Holtzthe government factories was based nephew, who haB been arranging the
e
district of Kentucky,
Charlton B. ployes was in progress.
man, at Cumberanq said that the
plans to cross Maxwell grand secretary and treasur- Senator McCumber of North Da- on the lack of reciprocity on the part trip. The
President Wilson's conference over kota assailed agricultural schedule in of the French government, which has the canyon by mule back, hunt bear er of the Older ot Railway Conductors,
organization was costing $200 Thompson.
Receiver of public moneys at Willis- - the railroad situation began promptly a speech on the tariff bill.
declined to allow American ordnance and lions for a week or two and then died at his home here today after an
a day and much "persuasion" was necton, N. Dak., Charles A. Mansfield, of at three o'clock. Twenty persons, inessary.
Lobby Investigation committee con- officers to examine French ordnance ride to Gallup, crossing the Colorado illness of several weeks, He was 54
river at Lee's ferry.
factories.
"What do you mean by persuasion?" North Dakota.
cluding Democratic and Republican tinued hearing Mulhall testimony.
years old.
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NO DIFFERENCE.

mEEEMEMM

Special Sale
DYER PORK
THIS WEEK

!

-:-

INTER

a

BEANS
THIS WEEK

-

!

GROCERY C

ZFZKOIN-J- l

40.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

104 DON

GASPER ST.

GARDING
FUTURE

SCHENCK

OF IOWA

CONDITIONS

PRESENT

RE-

Effective.

AND

PROSPECTS.

Should the Republican party be re
vived?
Iet the answer come not from 'ts
present or expectant officeholders;
not from those who, for one purpose
or another, secrelly name its caucus
delegates; not from the beneficiaries
of its petty spoils public
printing,
campaign fund, state employment, or
what not. Least of all, let it come
from those who blindly worship their
party name.
Let it come from i lie young voter,
just out of school, wilh the inspiration of his country's' history fresh in
mind.
Let it come from the grizzled
veteran, the war Democrat and him
who stepped out of the "compromise"
and ranks to march with Fremont in 7)6.
Let it come from the mothers and the
Let it
grandmothers of tomorrow.

RrOLVRD

WE ARC FI5HIKCJ TOR
wiia

9

Telephone

W

Sill

EASTFRN POINTS VIA

New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
N. M., AND RETURN,

a

l

.

i

n

BARGAINS W

VMT, pti

WE'VE (tor the (jews

HARDWARE

,,..

$12.10.

COMPANY.

!,,

IlLtGHTjj

t.

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

jf

There Is probably no other romncly
se well known as S. S. S. for the blood.
600D
Ami for this reason It Is the one remedy invariably called for in treaties
HAVE WHAT You
pruritis and other skin diseases. But
tliive are many people who do not insist upon having S. S. S. and are easily
persuaded to try something else "Just
as wood." so they are told. If your
blond Is thin; if your skin is irritated
States.
wilh eezomu. lupus, tetter, psoriasis, or
IF YOU ARE FISHING AROUND FOR RELIABLE HARDWARE JUST
Remember the name Doan's
any otner uiooa Humor: ir you are
troubled
with pimples or boils, do not COME TO US AND SEE IF WE CAN'T SHOW YOU JUST THE VERY
'take no other.
permit yourself to be talked into buy-in- n KIND YOU WANT.
OH; WE ARE CONFIDENT WE KNOW WHAT OUR
Komethinf? else, but Insist upon
come from the patriotic !)9 per cent S. S. y. It is
a remarkable rem- CUSTOMERS DESIRE; AND WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING YOUR
really
MIMBRES UfULEV
of independent men and women whose edy,
tt contains one inpredient, the MONEY'S WORTH IN QUALITY AS WELL AS QUANTITY. WE CAN
themselves and their active purpose of which is to stimulate CIVE YOU
BOOM only desireis for
THAT, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT WILL MAKE A FRIEND
(S ON
the tissues to the healthy selection of
for a better, happier Am its own essentia! nutriment. And the AND CUSTOMER OF YOU. WE CAN'T AFFORD TO GIVE
posterity
YOU
LESS
erica, one which shall be more than medical elements of this matchless THAN YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
Fred D. ever a
Deming, N. M., July
synonym for righteousness and l'l"tid purlhr are just as essential to
health as the nutritious
Ja' k has received a transfer from the opportunity.
elements of the meats, grains, fats and
WOOD-DAVI- S
immigration department allowing him
The inquiry is a timely one. The mi'?ars of our daily food.
These facts
lo have charge of the work at San vote lust
November stood approxi- are brought out in a highly interest"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
ing book on skin diseases, compiled by PHONE 14.
PHONE 14.
Diego, Calif., instead of Deming, X. mately as follows; Democratic, 6,400,-00the medical department of the Swift
.M., where he has been stationed for
fci.wctfle Jo.. 184 Swift Bids'.. Atlanta,
Progressive, 4,3m,000; Republithe last live years. Mrs. Jack is now can, S.SOO.000.
It was on every Taft fa. It Is mailed free, together with a
in San Diego and will be joined by man's lips during the campaign that special letter of advice, to all who are
i
with a blood disease,
her husband in a short time.
third parties never survive.
That
F. R. .McFeaters, superintendent of nas Deen ue meviiame ruie.
rresi- lm,t of the Btate
This jg Drougnt
,., ' irilnrriin,
dent Fess, of Antioch College, in his !.,,.,,,,.
the Union Railroad company in
in
also .president of the Mimbres almlrable work on Political Theory T(X
w, , ,
it the co,lfiscatlon
said (page!ol- lhe
Valley Alfalfa Farms company, and and Party Organization,
We
p,.0I)erty of a
i')t;o K. C. Brown, chief surveyor and 20) ;
will write to the receiver tndnv. hnw.
comSteel
'Of the less than a dozen third Icier, and make an effort to have the
engineer for the Carnegie
their in- - parties which have existed at one film shown in Santa Fe.
puny, have just completed
We appreciate very much the cour-t- i
jspection of the work of the Mimbres time or another in the life of the na- Valley Alfalfa Farms company, which jtion, not one lived to pass from the
sy you extended to us when we made
tract of stage of third party to that of first, the picture at Santa Fe last year and
is' developing the 10,000-acr- e
v.e gave your town wide advertising.
laud 12 to 15 miles east of Deming. or even second, in national affairs.
This film was sold all over the civilThese gentlemen while here also
Republican party was not an
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
the general conditions ofeeption. It never was a third party, ized and
and
world,
the valley as well as the special work In the first election in which it took Santa Fe today is known to millions
ODS, Electricity plays a most impowhich their compauy is doing. Hothlpart it reached the position of sec- - of people who probably never heard
rtant part. The grandfather would
f it before the advent of the picof these gentlemen expressed them- ond party and in the next it became
ture.
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- selves as highly pleased with the ag- first."
That was written in 1010. In 1912
We would be unable to take advan-iagricultural prospects of this valley.
ern
home
and why ail this light? To
of your kind suggestion for this
Furthermore, they were delighted with the Republican party became third
shows
these
reason
our
as
party.
all
of
camera
predecesHistory
operators
Hit progress which has been made by
make the home more homelike to make
carried ire busy in other parts of the country.
the general manager, C. E. Miesse, sors: In 18.'!2, the
home the most pleasant spot on earth
one
the
with
three
about
state, Vermont,
Very truly yours,
end Superintendent J. M. McTeer with
KALEM COMPANY.
t lie reclamation work
on the tract. per cent of the total electoral vote;
for father, mother and children. Good light
"W.
By
m"ivu "
Mr. Brown stated that he did not see
y1 ,ja"-,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
bow it was possible to accomplish so!1",1'?'
u
ns
union
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
much work and do it so well in soect"ral votf :.
desired.
ree states in 860 with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
short a time. Messrs. McFeaters and "af y( ca!Tipd
111?
Hi uvt. pfl ucill
null
!t:v;iul ill cannot reach the seat of the disease.
a
who
committee
constituted
Brown,
and the populists carried four Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
jvote,
liom (lie Pittsburgh capitalists who state in 1802, with five
per cent of the disease, and in order to cure it you
111
"in llliaui'iug hub utuciupiuem,
lp,.fnrai Vntp
have a. very encouraging report to The Republicans last fall, fortified ycu must take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internmake to their associates in Pitts- i:s
they were in power after sweeping
and acts directly upon the blood
burgh. They left Deming this morn liio country in 1904 ami 1908, carried ally,
and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
ing.
.Mormon Utah and
Vermont Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was
Dr. A. K. Montenyohl performed the v.ilh only one and
f
per cent prescribed by one, of the best physidelicate operation of skin grafting for of the electoral vote.
i
Jose Meranda. He was assisted by lhe problem Is to raise the wreck cians in this country for years and is
a
is
It
composed
regular
prescription.
M.
Dr. F. D. Vickers and Dr. P.
Steed. tj first place in the nation. Will it
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
The operation was performed Thurs- be worth wrile? . I submit that it will of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
IENT
as
to touch the button and
the
not.
at
Ladies'
morning
day
hospital.
Meranda is in a very critical condition
The Republican party can never be directly on the mucous surfaces. The
stove
is ready to cook your
your
on account of electrical burns receiv- a real national organization. To the perfect combination of the two ingred
is
wonder-ients
such
what
produces
iron ready to use, your toasted
ed three weeks ago. His lett band south it is the party of blood.
It
has been amputated. As a last resourt could not hope to carry an old south- ful results in curing catarrh. Send for I
for
the
hurried breakfast, your vacufree.
ready
to save his life some 25 square inches ern state in a hundred years. Hu testimonials,
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
of skin was removed from the leg and man nature forbids.
Toledo, Ohio.
The Roosevelt administration made
placed on the nbdomen, where the
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatSold by Druggist, price 75c.
the stockmen and the waterpower
worst injury occurred.
ed
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
Pill
Take
consU
Hall's
Family
The Lilly Austion Bridge club met men in the national forests pay the
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
at the A. W. Pollard residence last government for what they got. The pation.
Wednesday evening. Friday evening supreme court has since declared that
day and night Estimates and full inforthe member were entertained at the it was right when it. did so.
mation cheeerfully given.
asThe Roosevelt administration
home of H. H, Kelly.
no
to
serted
that
claimant
public land
The Tuesday Embroidery club was
entertained at the home of Miss Clay- had any vested right iu it until he got
his
The supreme court has
ton Foulks.
Delightful refreshments sincepatent.
decided that it was right.
were served at the end of a most
"The
Shakespeare wrote:
The Roosevelt administration made
afternoon.
Those present
treasure
times
mortal
choicest
Jaw
under
the
governing
were Kathleen
Carilou regulations
Sullivan,
afford is spotless reputation."
Indian lands, coal lands, and the naBruce, Jessie Guinsy, Dora Terrfil, tional forests. The
Whether we are in business
to do so was
right
Isabel Seiver and Catherine Laughren.
or in a profession, whether we
state
the
attacked,
among
by
others,
Miss Nellie Chapman and S. C. of
are large or small, if our sucbut the supreme court
Pierce were quietly married Monday has Colorado,
cess depend upon our dealings
sustained the Roosevelt position.
1
evening by the Rev. Z. Moore at the The Roosevelt administration put
THE AMERICAN
with the public, a fair and honThe bride taught school forth the
parsonage.
choice
is
a
indeed
est
is
that the president
theory
reputation
at Columbus and the bridegroom is a the steward of the
treasure.
public welfare and
farmer, living near Iola.
must do everything necessary to proTo have no reputation is alEdwin J. Keough, who has been mote that welfare that is not
most as undesirable as to have
actually
prospecting here several days, left the forbidden by law. This theory was
a bad one.
city Sunday morning for El Paso and bitterly fought by all manner of men
Sometimes an enterprising
forgot $1030 in travelers' checks un- who had got rich, or who desired to
manufacturer arranges to disder his pillow of his bed in the Carson. get rich, at the public expense, and by
tribute his product through an
In El Paso the forgetful rni remem- reactionaries like Taft, but the suequally enterprising retailer. In
bered his cash and wired to the hotel. preme court has since sustained it.
this way two substantial repuMrs. W. G. Mangum, the hostess, went
The Reclamation Act was attacked
tations unite in a common
up to the room and found fie money and sustained. The guardianship of
cause. Each strengthens and
undisturbed.
Monday ihe checks the federal government over the perfortifies the other.
were sent to Mr. Keough through the sons, property and rights of the InThe retailer who- has not yet
First State bank. In return Mrs. Man-gu- dians was attacked by the Democrats
the benefits of selling
enjoyed
received $100 for her honesty. of Oklahoma and sustained.
a nationally known article and
K. P. York, colonization agent for
of being helped by the manuthe Rio Mimbres Irrigation company
facturer's "spotless reputation"
TRYING
TO
GET
to
returned
the city after spending two
tacked onto his own is overlookweeks in Colorado and middle westKALEM FILMS
ing one of the finer points In
business-buildin- g
first-cla- ss
ern points.
only realized
power
latter day merchandising.
HERE
SHOWN
W. H. Patterson, Mrs. Patterson and
If you are interested In local
and
stationery, you would choose your own Bond
Jim Patterson left the city in a motor
for national pro
advertising
One
Kalem
the
last
week,
year ago
its selection to
not
intrust
car Tuesday for their ranch, near
subordinate
duce write to the BUREAU OF
picture people spent a week here takLordsburg, to spend the summer.
ADVERTISING, AMERICAN
a moving
ing Indian dramas before
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS
ted to make
Miss Catherine Sheppard, of Joplin,
And,
business
machine. The manager an
picture
ASSOCIATION, World Building,
Miss Esther nounced that the
Mo., is here visiting
would be
10091
pictures
would
efficient, you
specify
New York.
Bolic. Miss Sheppard attended school shown first in Santa Fe. As
yet the
here when her father was manager of pictures have never appeared In the
the Harvey house.
local play house, and President
R. C. Ely, chairman of the state
took the matter up with the com
fair commission, left the city Saturday pany and received the fallowing re
evening for Albuquerque, where he ply:
will transact business in connection
Xew York, July 7, 1913.
Chamber of Commerce,
with the great show.
NOVELTY WORKS.
Santa Fe, Xew Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. K. J. Tilley left Tues
Dear
Sirs:
Galisteo Street
104
104
Water-Marday for New York City and points in
Replying to yours of the 1st inst,
Canada. They will be gone about six
of
Screens
kinds
all
Makes
and
De Luxe Business
weeks. Mr. Tilley's two sons, Merton we are more than surprised that the
does Screening of Porches.
picture we made at Santa Fe has not
end Hilton, will return with them.
been shown in your town. We will
itiai Bive ComTon because by comparison
COUPON
take the matter up with the main of Porcn Swings
you would find
fice of the General Film company and
and Fruit Ladders,
is
BOND
Step
far
beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
learn why it has been omitted. It is
that
Catch
Flies,
Fly
Traps
DISCHARGES possible the theater in your city runs
makes
impressiveness, and
what we call "independent" films and Repairs Your Furniture Right
BELIEVED IN
for this reason was not
for
and Does Upholstering.
really productive-Jus- t
HOURS licensed service, although eligible
had the
IN FACT HE DOES ALL KINDS OK
Each Cap- !
proprietor wished, it seems to us that
REPAIR WORK.
M
W
specify
today. And see the
UI JHU
sule bears (MI0Y):
arrangements could have been made. Telephone 157 W.
SANTA FE, N. M.
the narneJV
9 Let us show you samples.
difference.
You are no doubt aware that the GenBewart of counterfeit,
eral Film company office in Texas is Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
ALL DRL'OClSTS
Santa Fa. N. M.
operated by a receiver under appoint- TERMS CASH.
1'itts-Liirg-

TO

A Method of Home Treatment that is Very

THE

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
of

Form of Eczema

SURVIVE
VIEWS OF CASPAR

JULY 14, 1913.

Pruritis a Severe

Is

1

Foster-MIJbur-

'

WILL REPUBLICANISM

Here the Same as
,
Everywhere.
For those who seek relief from kid
ney backache., weak kidneys, Dlaauer
ills, Doan's Kidney Pills offer hope of
relief and the proof Is here in Santa
Santa
Fe, the same as everywhere.
Doan's
Fe people have used
and
Santa Fe people recommend Doan's,
the kidney remedy used in America
for fifty years.
Why suffer?
Why
run the risk of dangerous kidney ills
fatal Bright's disease? Here's Santa
iFe proof. Investigate it.
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa
jFe, X. Alex., says: "Oil and on for
three years I was troubled by pains
in my back. I saw Doan's Kidney Pills
recommended for this complaint and
got a box. They relieved me in a
short time. aLtely, I haven't needed
a kidney medicine as my kidneys have
I am pleased to
been in fine shape.
verily the endorsement I have given
Doan's Kidney Pills before."
For salo by all dealers. Phice 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Xew York, sole agents for the United
The Proof

MONDAY,

e

semi-civilize-

j

The

East
or
West

4

Best
Route

'

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
In the beautiful Peco
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Opeu air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Located

Regents
E. A. CAHOON, President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
o For particulars and illustrated
gue, address,

eata- -

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Snpt.

Denver & Bio Grande B. B.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
$16.35
18.15

St.

.

Louis

$47.35
51.85
Chicago.
.
.
62.85
Detroit
Buffalo . . . 66.45
New York City 78.85
.

.

.
.

21.10
40.00
St. Paul . . . 51.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

i

PeT

FOWE3R

v

anti-Maso-

one-hal-

j

N'

1
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What's in a Name?

I SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

SAt

1

IFjYOU BUSINESS MEN

TO
Pueblo . . .
Col'do Springs
Denver, . . .
Salt Lake City
Ogden,

s

111

L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

NEW MEXICO

e

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

the

of
Paper

a

if you, wan

your

stationery

Dor-ma- n

J.R RHOADS

COUPON BOND
(Fac-Simi- le

k)

The

Paper

that

URINARY

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 6M7.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Postoffice.

all that

i

24

"s

J

::

COUPON BOND

stationery

MONDAY,

JULY

SANTA

14, 1913.

Ft

PACE THREE

NEW MEXICAN

IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OP THE session of or charge of the said real
. UNITED STATES
FOR THE DIS-- . estate.
.TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
It is further ordered that a cerUnited States of America, Plaintiff, tified copy of this order under the seal
vs.
No. 182.
of the court, be published in the Santa
James H. Purely, et al., Defendants.
Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
once a week for six consecutive weeks,
ORDER.
It appearing to the court that the the last, publication to be made at
above entitled cause is commenced kast one week before the said first
for the purpose of enforcing a lien in day of September, A. D. 1913.
favor of the United States of America
Done in open court, at Santa Fe, N.
upon the land and real estate describ- M., this 2Uth day of June, A. D. 1913.
ed in plaintiff's complaint and comWM. II. POPE,
Hill
monly known as the Talaya
United States District Judge.
Grant, which said land and real es- United States District Court,
)
v
mi
em
i
vi
tate is situated within the State and
ii
ii iuii id hJ hi v i ii i vj i sri i
District of New .Mexico ss.
District of New Mexico: and it apI, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the United
h
r . i rpili A a babw
pearing that the defendants, the un- Plates District Court for the District
known owners or claimants of interest in or to the tract of land known of New Mexico, do herebyis certify that
and
as the Talaya Hill Grant, can not be the above and foregoing of a truemade
court
of correct copy of an order
found within the said District
two
1
5V ,
New Mexico, and have not voluntarily on the 2Gth day of June, A D. 1913.
and
official
Witness
my
signature
in
this cause;
appeared
in
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is the seal of said court, at Santa Fe,
ordered by the court that Bald defend- said District, this 2Clh day of June, A.
ants, and each of them, do plead, an- I). 1913.
HARRY F. LEE.
swer or demur in this cause by the (Seal.)
Clerk.
first day of September, A. D. 1913.
It is further ordered by the court
that a certified copy of this order, IX THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISunder the seal of the court, be servTRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
in
ed upon any person or persons
possession of or charge of the said United States of America, Plaintiff,
No. 174.
vs.
real estate.
It is further ordered that a certi- R. K. Hutchings, et al.. Defendants.
ORDER.
fied copy of this order, under the seal
in the
of the court, be published
Santa Fe New Mexican, a daily news- above entitled cause commenced for;
paper, published within the District the purpose of enforcing a lien in favor
of New Mexico, once a week for six o.t the United States of America, up-- !
consecutive weeks, the last publica- on the land and real estate described
tion to be made at least one week be- in
plalulilt s complaint and commonly
fore the said first day of September, known as the Cieneguilla Grant, which
A. D. 1913.
said land and real estate is situated
Done in open court at Santa Fe, within the State and District of New
New Mexico, this 26th day of June, Mexico; and it
appearing that the deA. D., 1913.
the unknown owners or
fendants,
WM. H. POPE,
claimants of interest in or to the tract
U. S. District Court.
oi land known as the Cieneguilla
United States District Court,
Grant, can not be found within the
District of New Mexico ss.
said District of New Mexico, and have ILFELD-WICKATOM JOHNAMERICAN CITY
I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the Unit- not
voluntarily appeared in this cause;
Dised States District Court for the
FRAC-- !
IN
IDEA
SELL
BONDS
TO
FE
SANTA
BUY
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is ortrict of New Mexico, do hereby certi- dered
the
defendcourt
said
that
by
OWN
CITIZENS.
TO
TIONS
CO.
HOW. 8c
fy that the above and foregoing is a
true and correct copy of an order of ants, and each of them, do plead, answer
In
or
cause
this
demur,
by the
court made on the 26th day of June,
Messrs. Ludwig W. Ilfeld and W. ST. PAUL OFFERS THEM AT PUBLIC SALE AND DOES A LAND OFFICE
first day of September, A. D. 1913.
A. D., 1913.
BUSINESS WITH MR. COMMON PEOPLE.
Tf (a fnrflmr nvrfprorl
hv
nmirt H. Wiekham of Las Vegas, have purWitness my official signature and
Santa
the
of
thfi
stock
chaswl
"'ire
And in order to make money
St. Paul, Minn., .Inly 14. St. Paul
the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, that a certified copy of this order, J1 Hardware and faupplj company,
h
mder
th
or.
nf
th
nm.ri
them
in
an
after they are bought they
interest
citizens
is
its
rpi
selling
2fiUi
of
in said District, this
day
and henceforth will have charge ot
must sell tliein for a juice greater
upon any person or persons in pos- 'this
June, A. D., 1913.
who their town.
.Mr. Wiekham,
store.
big
session of or charge of the said real
they paid for them,
l.'p in this Minnesota city they
HARRY F. LEE,
for years, has been on the road for
estate
said Tom Johnson, why not
fori
Now,
solution
the
found
iieve
will
have
Clerk.
they
of
Las Vegas,
(Seal)
the Ilfeld company
It is further ordered that a certified be, manager ot the store nere, al- two problems of high importance to let the people who save a little money
direct
buy these bonds themselves
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE copy of this order, under the seal ot though L V. Ilfeld will aim to be every municipality in the country:
An absolutely safe investment for from the city, cutting out the various
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS- the court, be published in the Santa over here every few weeks from Las
Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper, Vegas, where lie is interested in a the odd nickels and dimes of the com manipulations and commissions?
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
mon people that assures interest at 4
Of course, the average worklngman
United States of America, Plaintiff, published within the District of New big hardware store there.
No. 176.
Mexico, once a week for six consecuvs.
The new proprietors aim to make per cent from the moment the money5! di.es not have enough cash money to
tive weeks, the last publication to be prompt service their motto and since is invested.
J. M. C. Chaves, et al, Defendants.
buy a thousand dollar bond. So the
made at least one week before the the buying for the store here and the
ORDER.
An inexhaustable supply of funds! Johnson scheme called for the
toIt appearing to the court that the said first day of September, A. D. 1913. store at Las Vegas will be done
which to operate all municipal chase of city bonds by a board or
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New gether, the combined resources of the
above entitled cause is commenced
nuttee of officials authorized by law
...111.
....u
I...........
for the purpose of enforcing a lien in Mexico, this 26th day of June, A. D. two stories is practically at the com
mand of every patron of the Santa
to
favor of the United States of Ameri- 1913.
Ohio
is
authorized
town
and
county
folks to participate in the ownership
Fe house.
WM. H. POPE,
eelect what they call a sinking fund
ca, upon the land and real estate described In plaintiff's complaint and
United States District Judge.
c.immission.
Ludwig Ilfeld, one of the new
The Johnson scheme called for the
commonly known as the Plaza Blan-c- United States District Court,
proprietors is one of the well known
District of New Mexico ss.
Grant, which said land and real
boosters of the Meadow City, and now
purchase of city bonds by the sinking
estate is situated within the State
I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the Unit- that his interests are identified also
fund
commission or some similar
and District of New Mexico; and it ed States District Court for the Dis- with Santa Fe, says he will always
In St. Paul it's a committee
body.
appearing that the defendants, . the trict of New Mexico, do hereby certify be lined up with the forward moveof the mayor, the city treascomposed
unknown owners or claimants of in- that the above and foregoing is a true ments of the Ancient City.
urer and the city comptroller.
terest in or to the tract of land and correct copy of an order of court
The transfer was effective
July
The commission holds the bonds
known as the Plaza Blanca Grant, made on the 26th day of June, A. D. 10th, and the stock bought will inrid issues certificates which reprethe said 1913.
can not be found within
voice about $23,000 it is said.
sent fractions of each big bond. These
District of New Mexico, and have not
certificates sell in units of $10 each.
Witness
official
my
signature
andj
voluntarily appeared in this cause; the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, in
THE PEOPLE'S MEDICINES
They bear 4 per cent interest from the
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is
remedies
advertised
Are
standard
minute they are purchased until the
thiB
said
26th
June.
of
day
ordered by the court that said defend- A. D. District,
in common use today, many of which
minute they are redeemed. They can
1913.
ando
each
of
and
them,
plead,
ants,
were used by our mothers and grandbe redeemed on demand
F. LEE,
HARRY
just ike a
(Seal.)
cause
in
the
this
or
swer
by
demur,
mothers with most beneficial results.
check on a bank. For instance, a perClerk.
1913.
A.
D.,
first day of September,
Scores of these same medicines are
son can purchase a ten dollar eertl- It is further ordered by the court
phyhonest,
competent
cate
by
prescribed
today and then tomorrow get hisl
that a certified copy of this order, un- IX THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE sicians because they know of no betten dollars back with interest at 4 per
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIST-RIC- ter
der the seal of the court, be served
remedy. Such is Lydia E.
cent for the 21 hours the city lias had
OF NEW MEXICO.
upon any person or persons in posVegetable Compound which has
the use of his money.
United
of
States
said
real
of
the
or
America,
of
Plaintiff,
session
charge
proved wonderfully successful in alThe attractive features to the poorl
vs.
No.
179.
estate.
leviating Buffering caused by female
man are that he can get his money
It Is further ordered that a certi- Thomas B. Catron, et al., Defendants ills.
any time and that while the city has
fied copy of this order, under the
ORDER.
i
his money it draws interest instantly.
seal of the court, be published in the It appearing to the court that the IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP TH:2
A chart in the office of the St. Paul
Santa Fe New Mexican, a daily news- above entitled cause is commenced
TOM JOHNSON.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIST
sinking fund commission shows the
paper, published within the District for the purpose of enforcing a lien in
OF NEW MEXICO.
IUCT
of
their
six
of New Mexico, once a week for
city originated with Tom L. exact interest on $100 for every single
favor of the United States of America. United States of America, Plaintiff,
Johnson the great mayor of Cleve- day. Smaller sums are figured the
consecutive weeks, the last publica- upon the land and real estate describNo. 173.
vs.
way.
tion to be made at least one week ed in plaintiff's complaint and com- Bartolonie Sanchez, et al., Defend- land. It was one of the last schemes
lit figured out before his death. He It has been charged that in certain
before the said first day of Septem- monly known as the Alamitos of Juan
ants.
lu Klllfl up- had no time to put it into operation in tfcora wiiio unlets
ber, A. D.( 1913.
Salas Grant, which said land and reail
ORDER.
Cleveland. But he told a friend about on municipal ownership
Done In open court at Santa Fe, estate is situated within the State and
enterprises
It appearing to the court that the it. The friend wrote it down and pass- they have been unable to sell bonds
New Mexico, this 26th day of June, District of New Mexico; and it appearfor
commenced
is
cause
entitled
above
to
A. D., 1913.
carry the enterprise through. The
ed it on to the people of St. Paul when
ing that the defendants, the unknown
of enforcing a lien in faWM. H. POPE,
time came for it to be used. And Tom Johnson idea is to offer such
owners or claimants of interest in or the purpose
United States of America, the
the
vor
of
United States District Judge. tc the tract of land known as the
St. Paul is using it. This is the idea bonds for sale in small certificates to
the land and real estate describUnited States District Court,
Alamitos of Juan Salas Grant, can uponin
Tom Johnson dictated it to his the general public.
as
comand
plaintiff's complaint
St. Paul opened its popular
District of New Mexico. ss.
rot be found within the District of ed
friend
and as the friend passed it to
,
San-as
Bartolome
the
monly known
selling department July 1.
I, Harry F. Lee,
Clerk of the New Mexico, and have not voluntarily chez Grant, which said Jand and real Si. Paul officials:
It. three days it had sold $260,000
United States District Court for the 'appeared In this cause;
common
of
The savings
the
people
estate is situated within the State ant!
District of New Mexico, do hereby Now on motion of plaintiff, it Is or- District of New Mexico, and it appear rf this poiintrv form the ocean of worth of certificates. The first day's
defenddered
si 'es amounted to $90,000.
the
said
that
The first
court,
by
certify that the above and foregoing
ing that the defendants, the unknown credit upon which all great financial
is a true and correct copy of an or- ants, and each of them, do plead,
or claimants of Interest in enterprises are based. It builds the hair's sales were $16,000, representing
owners
or demur in this cause by the first or to the tract of land known as the railroads and the factories. The peo the value of 75 certificates. Of course,
der of court made on the 26th day
of June, A. D., 1913.
day of September A. D. 1913.
Bartolome Sanchez Grant, can not be ple put it in the savings banks in the the people of St, Paul do not expect to
a uusiness or aimosi ?iuu,uuu a aay
Witness my official signature and It is further ordered by the court found within the said District of New form of small sums. It is borrowed
the seal of said court at Santa Fe, that a certified copy of this ordar Mexico, and have not voluntarily ap fiom the banks in large sums by thefivey day in the year. But they be- in said District, this 26th day of June, under the seal of the court, be served peared in this cause;
As a matter of"l'VR ,llev can reasonably expect an
financial magnates.
upon any person or persons in possesof $30,000 per month.
A. D., 1913.
orit
is
Now on motion of plaintiff,
ftct the real money in this country nverage
sion of or charge of the said real esThe cost of operating this scheme is
HARRY F. LEE,
(Seal)
dered by the court, that said defend- belongs almost entirely to the poor
tate.
i ne DOOKKeeping
Clerk.
fifteen P'acucany noining.
plead, ans- people who save only ten
It is further ordered that a certified ants, and each ofin them, do
Involved amounts to very little and it
cause
or
this
wer
tie
by
dollars
time.
a
at
demur,
believed that one clerk can attend
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE copy of this order, under the seal of first day of September, A. D. 1913.
The common people of this country,
it all.
UNITED STATE FOR THE DIS- the court, be published in the Santa
It is further ordered that a certilleo. bv combining such cash sums as they
a
Fe
New
newspaper,
Mexican,
daily
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
of this order, under the seal ot
copy
a
could
raise
New
saved
within
District
of
the
have
bigger
up,
published
United States of America, Plaintiff,
be published in the Santa sum of
Mexico, once a week for six consecu- the court,
ready money than the Rocke- FIRE HORSE DIES
vs.
No. 180.
tive weeks, the last publication to be Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper, fellers, Goulds. Vanderbilts and all the
Thomas B. Catron, et al., Defendants. made at least one week before tht published within the District of New
OF BROKEN HEART
rtst of the millionaires combined
consecuORDER.
A. V. Mexico, once a week for six
in ten times the time
said first day of September,
could
produce
tive weeks, the last publication to be if. would take the
It appearing to the court that the 1913.
Cumberland. Md., July 14. Peter a
workingmeh to comthe
above entitled cause is commenced for
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New made at least one week before
handsome black slxteen-handfund.
their
horse,
plete
D.
1913.
A.
of
said
first
day September,
the purpose of enforcing a lieu in Mexico, this 26th day of June, A. D.
Now when a city bmies bonds, as it after spending 10 years in the Fire
Done in open court, at Santa Fe,
favor of the United States of America, 1913.
of
this city, and then be- New Mexico, this 26th day of June, A. dees, for almost every public improve Department
WM. H. POPE.
shunted
upon the land and real estate describto
the
sold
are
aside,
ing
bonds
these
dropped dead when
nient,
United States District Judge. D. 1913.
ed In plaintiff's complaint and comSometimes they goihe saw a fine engine drawn by three
bidders
highest
H.
WM.
POPE,
monly known as the Salvador Gon- United States District Court,
United States District Judge. at their face value. Mostly the citj big bays uash by on their way to a
zales Grant, which said land and real District of New Mexico. ss.
rmst pay a premium to get the money nre. Accoraing to a veterinary surDistrict Court,
States
United
Peter died of a broken heart.
estate is situated within the State and I, Harry P. Lee, Clerk of the United
ss.
Mexico.
of
New
right away. The bonds are good for a geon,
District
A short time ago Peter was adDistrict of New Mexico; and it appear- States District Court for the District
3
from
and
bear
interest
of
ttrm
years
I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the Unttca
New Mexico, do hereby certify that
judged unfit for further Fire Depart-nieing that the defendants the unknown of
for the District to 7 per cent. The bonds are usually
owners or claimants of interest In or the above and foregoing is a true and States District Court
duty and was sold to the Buildor
amounts
in
$1000
something
large
copy of an order of court made of New Mexico, do hereby certify that
ers' Supply Company for use as a
tc the tract of land known as the Sal- correct
are
seldom
less
than
like
that.
They
a
is
true
and
above
and
on
the
foregoing
1913.
the 26th day of June, A. D.
truck horse.
vador Gonzales Grant, can not be
Witness my official signature and correct copy of an order of said court, $1000. This makes it necessary for
Peter has been ailing since the day
found within the said District of New
on
to
bid
or
firm
a
D.
corporation
A.
wealthy
of
on
26th
the
the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, in made
June,
day
he was removed from No. 1 Engine
Mexico, and have not voluntarily ap- said
dealerB
when
bond
the
them.
Then
District, this 26th day of June, 1913.
House and from the companionship of
peared in this cause;
A. D. 1913.
Witness my otnclai signature and get them they sell them, charging his old comrade:.
to
orNow on motion of plaintiff, it is
the Beal of said court at Santa Fe. their customers a premium in order
HARRY F. LEE,
dered by the court that said defend- (SEAL)
Clerk. in said District, this 26th day of June, r like a profit. Municipal bonds are a
safe investment, because they form a
A. D. 1913.
ants, and each of them, do plead, anI1RAM1.
swer or demur In this cause by the Work for the New Mexican. It Is
HARRY F. LEE,
first mortgage on every piece of propAak yaar DraIM tot
Clerk. erty in the city that issues them. They
first day of September, A. D. 1913.
Irorklng for you, for Santa Fe and (SEAL)
IMlla in He4 and bold metallicX
Kaled with Blue Ribbon.
It is further ordered by the court the new state.
ere a lien on the tax collections. In
b"jt,
Take
other. Bur of
Work for the New Mexican. It u older to buy these bonds entire or in
that a certified copy of this order, unrucclaU Ak focOIIM
9
"AMa iiHAivu ni.i.n,
der the seal of the court, be served Just Try a New Mexican Want A working for you, for Santa Fe and large blocks, the capitalist must use
years known Is Best. SMcft. AtwivK Urliilc
SOLD BV
Upon any person or persons in pos- - If yon
EVEBYKHtRE
the new state.
aat onlck returns.
the people's money savings in the

BENEFIT CONCERT
HEAD OF RAILROAD
ON JULY 25
TRAINMEN.

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.
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The concert to lie given
Scottish Kite Cathedral, when Miss
Gertrude Concuunoii will appear in
company with another artist of note,
will be given July 2."..
This concert will lie a treat for
anyt.mi who cares for good music. HI
is for the benclit of the Child's Wei-I'm'h department, of the Woman's Club
and the price of admission is low
enough so that it. should appeal to all.
It is one dollar for the swinging clniirs
er. the main lloor and ".0 cents for the)
remaining seats in the house. Of .Miss
Oommnou, Musical America says:
On Saturday, March 30, Gertrude;
Concnnnnn, an American pianist, was
heard in her own concert in the Sing
Academy. Miss Concunnon. who was
assisted by the Philharmonic Orchestra, played the following
program:
Conerto in A Minor. Op.
Schumau;
Fantasie on Hungarian
Liszt, and Concerto in A .Minor, Op.
16, Grieg.
W. G. LEE, president of the BrotherMost conspicuous in Miss Concan-- I
noil's playing is her impulsive tem hood of Railroad Trainmen, who hava
is kept voted to strike on eastern roads.
perament which, however,
within artistic bounds. Miss Concan-nopossesses an exquisite touch, has HEAD OF 100.000 TRAINMEN
ASKING FOR MORE MONEY
sound musical talent ami imbues each
of her renditions with an interesting
personal note. In Miss Concannon's
rendition of the Liszt Fantasie her
was
splendid pianistic temperament,
Riven the opportunity to Assert itself
In the
to the very best advantage.
concluding Grieg concerto, the pianist
had full command of her resources.
Following is the list of patroniiesses
for this splendid concert:
Mrs.
Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. Lucero.
Pope, Mrs. Sargent, Mrs. Thornton.
Mrs. Victory, Mrs. Clancy, Mrs. Roberts, Mrs. Sena, Mrs. Laughlin, Mrs.
McFie, Mrs. Parker, Mrs. Palen, Mrs.
Hanna, Mrs. Armljo, Mrs. Roils, Mrs.
.Collins. Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. French,
Mrs. Doll, Mrs. Giddings, Mrs. Fiske.
Mrs. Hewitt, Mrs. Spitz. Mrs. Rene-jhan- ,
Mrs. Stauffer. Mrs. Dorman, Mrs.
Lopez. Miss Massle, Mrs. Hayward,
Mrs. Brookes, Mrs. Morley, Mrs. Fisher, Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. A. Seligman,
Mrs. J. Seligman. Mrs. Wright, Mrs.
Weltmer, Mrs. Wheelon, Mrs. Wagner,
Mrs. Akers, Mrs. Hoover, Mrs. Lamy,
Mrs. Diaz, Mrs. March, Mrs. Kaune,
Mrs.
Mrs. Chapman. Mrs. Morrison,
A. B. GARRETSON, president of the
which
Mera, Miss Mueller, Miss Boyle, Mrs. Order of Railway Conductors,
Mayes, Mrs. Hall, Miss Manderfield. organization with other eastern trainMrs. Abbott, Mrs. Lloyd, Miss Car- men are asking for $17,000,000 increasroll, Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Robinson. Mrs. ed pay.
Bird, Miss Olsen, Mrs. Addison Hall.
Mrs.
Mrs. Otero. Mrs. McGilliveray,
COURT ALLOWS REBATE
Blandy, Mrs. White, Mrs. Wilson. Mrs.
ON AUTO PURCHASE.
Mrs. Moore,
Rapp, Mrs. Cartwright.
Mrs. McManus, Mrs. ,T. W. Chaves,
,
Paris, July 14. Count de Kergollay
Mrs. Hinojos, Mrs. Small, Mrs.
court an order grant
Mrs. Winter, Mrs. Greene, Mrs. has just won in
from an automorebate
him
$200
ing
Mrs.
Patterson,
Sparks, Mrs. Thomas,
the limoubecause
manufacturer
bile
Mrs. Walker, Miss Wilson, Mrs.
sine he purchased from it had a roof
the high
too low to accommodate
plumes which his wife wore on her
LONGSHOREMEN MEET
ruled that it was the
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION. hat. The judge
duty ot a manufacturer of cars of
fashion to take account of the fact
Boston, Mass., July 14.- - Every imthat long plumes are being worn.
portant port on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and on the Great Lakes
vas represented at a convention of Work for the New Mexican. It is
as- working for you, for Santa Fe and
the International Longshoremen
the new state.
sociation, which opened today.
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VENGEANCE.

AGED MEXICAN WOMAN WHOSE THREE CHILDREN WERE KILLED
BY "LEOPARD MAN," DEDICATES HER LIFE TO KILLING SLAYER
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MUR- SENORA SOSCA, WHO SWEARS TO KILL JUAN SOTO FOR THE
DER OF HER THREE DAUGHTERS.

"He cannot creep too quietly for me.
feel young again, senor. 1 also can
some
cieep stealthily, silently, andchildren
day he will feel the pains my
felt when they cried to me for help,
and couldn't help them."
Her faded eyes had witnessed the
most horrible sight that ever tortured
She had seen all her chila mother.
"I live for vengeance now, senor, dren butchered by a madman on her
said old Senora Sosca, peering from I'oorstep, while she stood helplessly
glittering eyes set in a sinister face bj.
The police wouldn't let her accomsunken deep into the folds of her black
shawl. "My children, they are all pany them on their hunt. She waited
croucn-in- g
gone. There is nothing left but two until they were gone, waited
by her hearthstone, crooning a
to avenge them.
"The police, they stop. They can- savage dirge, glittering eyes fixed on
not find him. But as for me, I will a blank wall, staring while her gnarlnever stop. He is stealthy and creeps ed fingers gripped the handle of a
like a cat. He leaps like the leopard. knife.
She intends to follow, and hunt, and
I saw him sitting upon the shoulders
of my darling Perfecto, striking her lie in wait until her path crosses that
with that red knife while she tried to of the leopard, and then "Vagale
I'ios."
run to me.

Flitting like the spirit of Vengeance
out of the crumbling adobes of
"Old Town," the picturesque and ancient Mexican quarters of Los Angeles, an aged woman shrowded in a
dark Mantilla, is searching for Juan
Soto, the terrible "leopard man," to
be revenged upon him for the murder
of her three children.
'
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BASEBALL.

1HE OTHERS

New York, July 12. "The story reLeague,
Won. Lost. Pet. cently published that I had asked
24
.680
51
President Ban Johnson to use his in.583
30
42
Philadelphia .
37
.532 fluence with Connie Mack for the pur42
Chicago
.GOG pose of obtaining one or more of the
38
39
Pittsburgh
.479 Athletics' outfielders Is a 116.
3S
35
Brooklyn
"1 did see Johnson a short whfle
.434
43
33
Hoston
.410 aeo, but tne suDjeci ot players was
40
32
St. Louis
49
.388 not mentioned.
31
Cincinnati
s
"I am not looking to any manager
in the American league to help my
American League.
V
Lost. ret. club. Any time you ask a rival niau-age- r
Club.
to hand you over a player it is
22
.722
Philadelphia
.CIO the same as if you gave him two tens
32
,.50
;'."vand
37
.549 for a Ave.
.45
Washington
39
.536
"The New Yorks may finish in the
.45
Chicago .
39
.500 second division, and in last place, but
.39
RL'.on
.,
.391 you will not hear me squeal, and you
Ft. Louis .
,.34 53
.391 may quote me as saying so; neither
53
.34
Detroit . ..
.312 will I ask any American league man53
24
New York
ager to help me."
Frank Chance, former Cub pilot,
American Association.
Won. Lost. Pet. now manager of the New York Amer
Club.
3(1
.601) icans, made the foregoing statement
34
Milwaukee
National

ANDERSON,

Club.
New York

GRIFFITH STILL
HAS A CHANCE
By K. A.

CHAMPION.

WORLD'S

CHANCE DOES NOT
NEED HELP FROM

Standing of the Clubs.

WHO WANTED

Batchelor, in the Detriot Free
Press.

JULY 14, 1913.

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

5ftT73;Jfc--

WHITE SOX BUY
MILWAUKEE OUTFIELDER.
Chncago, July 14. Larry Chappelle,
the sensational outfielder of the Mil
waukee team of the American association, was sold to the White Sox
of this city today. For him Comis-kegives Outfielder Beall, a catcher
whose name was not made public and
a "cash consideration." Chappelle is
to. report at once.
He has been batting around ,350 and
fielding with the best of them and
practically every club in the major
leagues bid for him.
y

opFor genuine,,
RED SOX WIN AGAIN.
timism, Clark Griffith is entitled to the
The
following communication was
no
second.
first prize and there is
handed into the sporting editor this
With the Nationals li
gamea be
morning and he gives it verbatim;
"The Rod Sox win another game Sathind the Athletics and the setwu-- naif
urday by a score of 22 to 16. Young
over. Griff refuses to concede that
Arce struck out ten blues mens."
Connie Mack is certain ;o beat Inn out
Here is a candidate for the big
tu; till insists that
'itinngto i h.ss
arena. All the clubs in the leagues
a hiLting change. The 'Old I'os." is
way up, are after pitchers. A flinger
much elated over the recent good work
who can get ten strike outs in a
01 his club and says that if the Mack- game is on the road to larger fields.
men dare indulge in a slump, he will
be on thir backs like mink on a setting
MISSOURI VALLEY TENNIS
hen.
TOURNEY STARTS TODAY.
to the
"Do I concede first ulace
Kansas City, Mo., July 14. Fifty
Athletics?" said Griffith on his arrival
36
.566 in an interview.
47
ii. Detroit.
"Xot much wil I concede Civl'imbtis
players will start today in the
39
.u52
48
"My pitchers went badly at the start
them anything. We are very much in Ler vllle
valley championship tennis tour41
.518 pnd the club did not show much hit- nament on the courts of
44
ii,!v apolis
the race yet and if the leaders falter
the Kansas
I
43
few
made
a
.511
45
ting strength, but have
we'll give them the battle of 1heir Kansas City
City Athletic club. The entry list is
be.446 changes and will institute more
52
37
'Mack's pitching staff is in a Si. Paul
lives.
gi eater than in any pervious year.
I do not think Among the
.4161 fore the season closes.
52
37
very bad shape and every man on the Toledo
prominent players entered
finish in last :are Charles Speice, Oklahoma cham
.StTT the New Yorks will
51
32
club is worried to death. The club is I:idianapolis
no-added.
Chance
place,"
lighting its best now and holding
pion, and Jack Cannon, Kansas City
For years a National league player Athletic club, winner of last
Western League,
tiling in reserve, for the men themyear's
Won. Lost. Pet. and manager,
selves realize that they are likely to
Chance, was is thor- finals.
Club.
27
ihit the slido at any time.
.075 oughly qualified to talk on the subject,
IV nver
.36
"Connie has only two pitchers, jr.s Moines . . . .
38
.542 was asked point blank If the brand of The difference between "The Summer
.45
Bender and Plank, who can be depend-39
.530 baseball in the American league wts
.44
Girl" and "The Sunrner Woman."
,ncoln
ed on to finish a game, Every one of ,p. j0Be,)n
39
.530 fester than the baseball played in the
44
While the former is having a "good
the others gets knocked out almost Omaha . .
.529 parent organization.
40
time" the latter is too often dragging
.45
Bender, who Topeka . .
every time he starts.
47
.413
"I canont see much difference," around nervous, run down, tired out,
. 33
can t stand much toil, is warming up Sioux
50
.39S stated Chance. "I believe that the with aching back and weary limbs,
City
practically ever?' day and Plank is Vv'tchita . .
.3,84 American
53
league pitchers are better sleepless and wretched. Often it is
veteran.
for
a
too
much work
getting
than those in the National league, but kidney trouble not female trouble and
Suppose that one of the infielders
outside of that there is little to F'oley Kidney Pills are a direct and
should get hurt and be out of the
positive held for the condition. The
choose."
gtme for a couple of weeks. It would
Asked why it was that this season Capital Pharmacy. National League,
not take any time at all to lose that
the games played in the National
had and if we once get even with
Chicago at Brooklyn.
consumed less time than those
league
I'
Cincinnati at New York.
them we'll certainly beat them.
in the American, Chance replied:
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
"I am willing to bet money that
"Up to this year it was just the op-- 1
from now on we will win more games
Pittsburgh at Boston.
American league games were
poslte
Are You
Of
Mack's
club.
Connie
of ball than
hustled
through quicker than thej
course we will have to do this in order
American League.
games played in the National. I canto cut down that big lead and if the
Boston at Chicago.
not explain it. I reckon it's just one
Philadelphias keep on having good Washington at Cleveland.
of those things."
breaks in the luck we will be unable
at
Detroit.
Philadelphia
In discussing the umpires of the
to got to them. But just wait, and
New York at St. Louis.
American
league, Manager Chance
to
if
see
something doesnt happen
sUd:
those runaway leaders.
American Association.
"You may put me on record as say"As for Cleveland, which happenfc
Columbus at Kansas City.
that of all the umpires I ever saw
ing
to be ahead of us, I am not worried a
Toledo at Minneapolis.
in my life Silk O'Loughlin Is positively
bit. We will beat that bum ball club
Louisville at St. Paul.
the worst.
surely and even if we don't finish first
at Milwaukee.
The
Indianapolis
"I don't go around crying about the
we will be second. My club
umpires as a rule, but O'Loughlin is
much better now than it did
the limit. Some of the decisions he
.when we were here in May or when
has given against our club have been
the Tigers beat us three in four on our
the limit, I believe that Silk must be
National League.
own grounds. Roth of these times we
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUGGISTS
At Boston
had stars on the sick list and my outgoing blind."
F4
6
1
2
fit is one which is badly crippled when Pittsburgh
5
2
0
ay of the regulars is out. Foster and Boston
HARNESS RACES ARE
Gandil were missing when we played
Adams, Robinson and Simon; Cole- HEAVY TRACK
POSTPONED
and
Rariden.
man.
Perdue
in
while
at
the
series
Washing:iere,
was
in
bad
ton, Shanks
shape and
Pittsburg, Pa., July 14. All events
At Brooklyn
'oster hadn't returned to the game.'
for the opening day of the second
2
3
Griffith is much pleased with the Chicago
week of the grand circuit races at
9 15
showing of Joe Boehling, his young Brooklyn
Rrnnnt'fl TfilnnH lipre this mnrntnp vmv
,
Pierce, Overall, Ruelbach and BreF-- nnsfnnn
pitcher who has now won nine in a
hpMRfi nf th heaw t
row. This lad, who is only 20 years nahan; Curtis and Fischer.
Toda
the card ' fo- - the 2:24
old was picked up on the sandlots or
trotters. In this, Lon McDonald's
At New York
Richmond, Va., last season and Griffith
Baron Todd; Walter Cox's
The Best That Can be Bought
.3 11
ias been working patiently with him Cincinnati . . ,
old Judson Girl, a locally owned
ever since, firmly believing him a big New York . . .
5
9 1
AT ANY PRICE
(horse; Ed. Geer's Bertha Carey, and
league star. One of Joe's strong points
Benton, Johnson and Clarke, Kling; Tommy Murphy's Mundy C, are exTake no chances on either
is his splendid
control. He seldom Marquard and Meyers.
pected to show the fast going.
when a small amount will give
passes a man nnd doesn't have to let
The feature race of the day, howup on his speed to get them over
At Philadelphia
ever, Is the Iron City 2:05 class pacyou the protection that you
either.
.1 5 0 ing for a $3,000 stake, in which the
St. Louis
need, and when you do use in2
6 2 circuit's best side wheelers are en,
surance get the best, as it is
Philadelphia
Harmon and Wingo;
and tered.
Tiixey
the cheapest, and
IS HANS WAGNER
Killifer.
Tuesday, one of the biggest stakes
ALWAYS SEE
0
of the week will be the Fort Pitt
American League.
THROUGH PLAYING?
stake for pacers.
At Chicago
The Pennsylvania $5,000 purse for
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 11. The down Boston
0 1
2:10 trotters will be run Wednesday,
Office United States Bank Building
admission
of
8
hearted
14
while the same day the Keystone
Manager Fred Chicago
(FIRST FLOOR)
trotters
Clarke that he "fears" that Wagner
Foster, Mose.ley and Carrigan; Rus- stake for
is on the card. The professional drivwho has purchased the Insurmay not play as a regular again, a'-- sell and Schalk.
er's stake for 2:15 trotters is the first ance Business of the L. A.
least not for the remainder of this
American Association.
race Thursday, while the DuQuesne,
season, came as a final and crushing
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
At Minneapolis
2:07 class trotting, another fast class,
blow to the hopes of the Pittsburgh
good
companies, goodlprotection
...-.will be run Tuesday.
Pirates. Those close to the affairs of Toledo
the club have known for some time Minneapolis
....2
James and Krueger; Olmsted and
that Wagner while brave and hopeful
in public, has in private despaired of Owens.
At St.
his injured knee. Since the beginning
S 2
2
of the season it has shown no sign3
1 5 1
of betterment; it has, if anything, de- Si. Paul
It Toney and Severoid; Krager and
veloped more serious symptoms.
is now conceded that unless Wagner's Miller.
injury is miraculously healed, his days
as a regular player are over.
MORE WARM WEATHER
The news from President .Lynch
PROMISED THIS WEEK.
,
that Wagner's understudy at short-slopWashington, July 14. Warm and
Viox, has been suspended for
fair weather except forlo-ca- l
three days for his run in with Umpiie generally
thunder showers, is promised ty
a
was
disheatener.
further
Quigley,
the weather bureau for the coming
"That was my reason for shifting week.
Miller to shotstop and putting Hyatt
"A disturbance now over the north-eon first
base." explained
Manager
Rocky mountain region," says the
Clarke. "I fear that Wagner will not
bulletin, "will . develop eastbt able to come back as a regular and weekly
ward and will be attended by local
in
it
of
will
a
be
and
case
that
merely
will occur today
out with him during the rest of the thunderstorms that
over the northern plains states.
season. Consequently, we have got to
should
e
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REFEREE CHAS, EYTON counting out lightweight contender Bud Anderson when he was knocked out
by Leach Cross In the 12th round of their recent contest at Los Angeles, Cal. Ring experts declare that this
ends the Oregon boy's meteoric climb toward the lightweight title. In a few months Anderson became a real
factor in lightweight circles.

WHITE SOX TWELUE,
B. P. 0. ELKS FOUR
(By Daniel

C.

benefit game
the
yesterday afternoon between
champion White Sox and the Elks
came to a sudden ending in the first
half of the seventh inning when Joe
Berardinelll the Elks' catcher who
was at the bat was hit by one of Jim
Berardinelli
fast curves.
Lopez's
was not badly injured but was not
able to play any more. The game
was then stopped as the Elks had no
other catcher. When the game was
stopped the score was 12 to 4 in favor
of.the White Sox. Jim Lopez pitched
for the White Sox and was in great
form, although a little wild, having
one bad Inning. Besides pitching a
masterful game, Lopez also carried
two
the batting honors.
Scouring
home runs and a single out of four
The Johnny Marez,

i

.

Ortiz.)

times up. Fred Digueo was in the
albox for the antlered tribe and
though very wild he showed that he
mssesses some pitching talent. The
game was very slow and not very interesting on account of the
score. The Elks were badly handicapped by the absence of some of
their star players. The White Sox
also had to use two new players. Although the crowd was one of the
largest of the season, it was not as
large as it should have been. Being
a benefit game there should have
been a record breaking crowd, but it.
came very far from it. Oswald Dig-nehanded the indicator and gave
general satisfaction to the players
and the fans.
The Santa Fe band the best band
one-side- d

j

ball. In the first inning after a run
had been made on a free pass and
two errors, he struck out the next
three men in a row. In the sixth Inning he retired the side on three pitched balls. Other features were the
batting of Garcia, J. Berardinelli, J.
Alarid and H. Alarid. The fielding of
Groves in left field for the Elks also
featured.
Score by innings:
8
Elks
4
6
103 000
White Sox
331 03212 15 3
Batteries Digueo and Berardinelli,
Lopez and Griego.

o

the state, donated their services
yesterday and rendered delightful
music before and during the game.
The feature of the game was the
pitching of Jim Lopez, who outside
of one bad inning pitched wonderful
in

Carom

'

CANOE RACES FOR
INTERNATIONAL TROPHY
New York, July 14. P. Britton, the
Canadian challenger for the International Canoe Trophy, and Leo Freide,
the American defender, who won the
first tilt, on Friday, planned to meet
again this afternoon in the second
race of a series for the cup.

Woman's Tonic

look--ver-

Today's Games.

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

four-year-

1

$5,-00-

WORLD'S GREATEST AEROBOAT RACE NOW ON ; 900 MILES BY WATER
AND AIR FROM CHICAGO TO DETROIT FOR

FRANK M. JONES,

$17,500.

$3,-00- 0

three-year-ol- d

.

Paul-Loui-

and Hydroplanes inf reat
mile race now in progress.

Men

900-

-

sville

An-o'h-

find

a new shortstop, and I thought

first of developing
Hyatt was injured,
have to send Miller
I have decided to
there and make a

Miller into one.
however, and I'll
back to first base.

let him remain
shortstop of some

other player."
"We are after every ball player In
the country who looks as if he might
help 11a and we are sparine nothing
to patch up the weaks spots," was the
comment of President Barney
LEACH CROSS AND
MATTY BALDWIN TO MEET.
Los Angeles, July 14. Matty Baldwin and Leach Cross have been
matched for the heretofore open date
of July 29. That sounds pretty good
after so much trouble over filling it.
"Uncle Tom" McCarey made arrangements yesterday afternoon by wire
for the meeting, and the match was
order. Sam
closed in
Wallach, the dentist's manager, answered McCarey 's wire at once, ac
cepting the date, and apparently there
will be no hitch in drawing up the
articles. Cross was anxious to sandwich in a date or two before Labor
proposition
day, and the Baldwin
came just in time.
record-breakin-

Af top is Roy Francis, at the start, in his Patterson, aeroboat. Portrait
of Roy Francis just below. To the right of Francis' machine is De Lloyd
Thompson, one of the airboat drivers; next to him is Beckwith Havens,
who! runs the Curtis "flying boat." In the middle is Glenn Martin's ship
and below is Glenn Martin. At left Is map showing the course, Chicago
to Detroit, 800 miles. The prize is $17,500.

'

disturbance
appear over
the extreme northwest about the end
of the week, bringing local showers j
in that Bection.
"Warm weather will continue overj
the southwest and over the southern
districts west of the Rocky mountains,
vhile over the plains states and the
great central valleys higher temperatures may be expected during the
earlier part of the week, followed by
seme moderation after the middle of
the week, and by another rise over
the northwest by the end of the
week."

FLYING BOATS MEET
WITH MUCH TROUBLE.
Muskegon, Mich., July 14. Two of
the three aviators entered in the
o-Detroit
flying boat contest were
flying northward this afternoon.
Beckwith Havens, who was held up
more than two days at Pentwater
with mechanical trouble, resumed his
flight about 1 o'clock this afternoon.
He expected to stop at Manistee.
Glenn L. Martin left here within an
hour after Havens and soared away
from Penwater.
Roy Francis, however, was not so
fortunate and it was announced that
he would pack his boat and return to
Chicago tonight
Chicag-

Your confidence is what

Studebaker seeks to keep
Possessing this confidence, we have never
tried to produce a cheap wagon. We could, but
we don't dare try the experiment. Our constant
aim has been to produce the best wagon.
t

And in living up to this highest standard, we have
won and hold the confidence and good will of
hundreds of thousands of farmers all over the world.
Studebaker wagons are built to last, to do a day's
work every day, to stand up under stress and strain
and to make the name Studebaker stand for all
that is best in vehicles.
Don't accept any other wagon represented to be
just as good as a Studebaker. The substitute may be
cheaper, but it isn't up to Studebaker standards, and
you can't afford to buy it.
--

For business or pleasure,
suited to your requirements. Farm
aurreys, buggies, runabouts, pony
kind. Harness also of the same
See our

there is a SlaJeiaker vehicle
wagons, trucks, business wagons,
carriages each the best of its
high Studebaker standard.
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FOR SALE
Room
5 Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room
5

II
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FOR

SALE-RAN-

f

CITY PROPERTY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
POI? PFMT J Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
(
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
2

i

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
BONDS

SURETY

INSURANCE

LOANS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
"I I I I

I

I I I I I I I I I I

'

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

FARE

ARCHI-

TO

PRESIDENT

GORMAN

X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
the Postal Tele- Telephone
N graph company If you do not get S
your paper and one will be de- - N
N
livered to you at once.

ON

lieutenant James Iiaca was

CITY PLANNING.

in

e

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

GO

1.

We are making SPECIAL PRICES on all
Men's and Boys' Suits. Be sure and see us
before buying. Our assortment is large and
prices the lowest.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

over Sunday.
125 Palace Ave
J. P. Paulson, of Denver, is in the
The letter ivfcn herewith is of iu- city on one of his periodical trips.
teres t to our people of this city, show-- i
The Teachers Bridge dub was enBt
Cilnyon
,lay 1,1 tlle
Satur- - il h
ing the approval of competeut and ex- tertained by JUiss Washburn
beautiful (ilorietta.
the city Plulml"S day evening.
.lohn Conway, county supeiintend- .Mounted Policeman M. 1). Loveless,!
Held;
of schools, .lose J). Sena, president
is
in
the
forlent
j
stationed
at
Chamav
1913.
city
Hrookuuu, .Mass., July
of the board of education of this city,
a short stav
Mr. II. H. Dornmn, Sec'y,
II. n. Terrell, of Clovis. a prominent M- H. W'agner, city sup.rintendent of
Chamber of Commerce,
I'nrrv county attorney is in the cityisc lools, and H. F. Asplund, of the ofSanta Fe, X. M.
of state superintendent of public
lice
a
I'l
few
days.
Dear Sir:
A. ('. Head and family of Carlsbad,, instruction, arrived home last night
beg to thank you at this late date
had
in
the city yesterday traveling from Salt Lake City, where they
'for your letter of February nth, and were
attended the meetings of Hie National
automobile.
here
by
tho acconipanyiuK map and report of
Kducational association.
They report
.Mrs. Chas. A. Spiess and son and
the city planning board of Santa Fe.
that two other New .Mexico represen
in
are
the
of
Las
Vegas,
Owing to long and repeated absences daughter,
tatives, .Saturnine Baca, county superX from the office, i have just had time city, guests at the De Vargas.
of Valencia county, and A.
intendent
Dr. V. Ci. Cornish and wife and I', ti
T tn I fink at. the renort. It. seems tn me
Montoya,
superintendent of
are schools of county
of Albuuu.niue.
Herua.lillo county, left them
very effective and well adapted for its C'oniWi, Jr.,
m
Fe.
Santa
a
few
days
purpose. Of course, knowing nothing spading
;at Lamy. for their homes, the party
1J J'"
nr the Ine.al situation.
can 1nrin no
linvinsr traveled I'mm K;ilt.
Lake to- in
Fe.
Santa
are spending a few days
;B0,
Stiioriiitfndoiit of Pub- opinion as to the wisdom of the recomthe guests of Walter and Airs. Kegel.!,.
v white ,,,
mendations.
Fred I!. Ileyn, assessor of Iierna- - wil'e will return tonight
was particularly interested in the ilillo
county, is in the city on business; p,..ni(.(,s ,eeson left. on Saturday
recommendations in regard to "an before the state hoard of
equalization. 'evening for Seladiu, .Mo., wTiere she
cient streets." The committee recom-- j
Dr. L. G. Rice, of Albuquerque,
mended that no building permits be member of the state medical board is will make an extended visit with her
c"tisins, returning in the fall in time!
to any person intending to in the
city to attending a meeting of for the opening of the school year.
the
as
of
streets
listed
build on any
that body.
ancient street until proper assurances
.lohn J. Kelly and wile, of Silver
were given that the building would
are spending a few days in the
City,
conform architecturally with the San-- ! citv. Mr.
Kelly is a Masonic lecturer
I am prepared to assume
tw Fe style.
- cf prominence.
is
in
view
Hint, the end
desirable and
for the;
New York, July
A. C. Clothier, of Caniniea, Mexico,
worth attaining, nut I very much an uncle of .Mrs. .lose. D. Sena, is in small decline at the
and the
opening
doubt whether the courts would hold the
city for a few days, and will leave subsequent recovery, prices of stocks
jil to be within the power of the legi- s.cou for California.
the morning.
of
hardly varied during
of
or
creature
the legiany
slature
Mrs. V. II. Loyd was operated on
nt ,lie "'arket, which con- PW
slature, such as a city council, to im-- ; ,
M...!ln'
,,t
,!,,
..v,
int
pose such an obligation upon the
sanitarium, and is reported well on 'tinned to command most attention,
of private property under the po-- j
was its almost unparalleled dullness,
the road to recovery.
lice power of the state, and without
G. Spinden left this the total of the morning's trading was
Prof.
Herbert
provision for the payment of
for an absence of not enough to furnish half an hour's
I am inclined to believe that the morning for Taos
Indian
effective legal method for bringing about one week, looking up
lively business.
curios for the New York .Museum of
about the purpose in view would be Art.
The possibility of a strike of con- to impose this obligation or restriction
doctors and trainmen of the eastern
.Mrs. Janet O. Howard, mother of
railroads restricted business pending;
upon the private property in question G.
Volney Howard, who has been seri- the outcome of
(ur.der the power of eminent domain, ously
today's conference at
ill, is reported out of danger
the White House. Resumption of gold
for the safeguarding of the beauty
now, and well on the road to recovland attractiveness of the city; to pay
exports was another deterring factor.
ery.
at Paris, trading for
damages to the owners of the proper-- i
Clarence Davis, of Rhreveport, La., With a holiday
ty affected, except in so far as they who was here part of last summer, is Europe was at a low ebb. Canadian
Hide was persistently heavy and
could lie induced to waive claim to
ir;ain in the city the guest of his
damages; and to assess the cost, of the uncle. .1. A. Davis for an extended smelting lost a point; 2Louisville and
and Virginia
Sears Roebuck gained
proceeding in whole or in part upon v:sit.
Western
and
Chemical
Carolina
the owners of land Improved in value
Thos.
of
Stanley Dohrer, a nephew
were no
Union
there
otherwise
method
the
of
this
through
protecting
Doran, of the MontPzuma hotel, arriv- changes of importance.
esthetic quality of the streets in
ed here yesterday for a visit with the
Ponds were steady.
He came from Woodward,
Dorans.
Weakness of Smelting and Amal- Very truly yours,
Okla.
eamated centered attention on the
FRKDERICK LAW OLMSTED.
Dr. V. T. Joyner. of Roswell, and .,.,.,
.inrinir the noon hour.
Dr. Lovelace, of Fort Sumner, are in Sm(4,tinR.s
loss waa in,rei,sed to
NOT
SALARY
ENOUGH;
city to attend the meeting of the i 5.8 and Amalgamated fell back a
BRYAN MUST LECTURE. jthe
state board of health and medical ex-- j point
Otherwise
list held
the
miners.
steady, and although trading contin- 14.
N.
llendersonville,
C, July
Mrs. W. A. Moore, of Albuquerque, ued quiet, the market was character-wa- s
While lecturing here yesterday Secrein the citv
accompanied; ized by a firm undertone.
tary William J. Bryan declared he hv relatives whoyesterday
The market closed heavy The tat- vlsitinir her. Mrs.
are
was compelled to deliver Chautauqua
T. M. Moore and Miss Hertha Moore, tics of the room traders in offering
addresses to supplement his govern
down the favorite stocks failed to in-r
ment salary which he declared
duce selling in volume and the decline
on
to
Taos
Ellis
returned
riailK
lint oiiffiniont tn niHwt hia ovnanupc
was neither severe or prolonged.
"As this is my first Chautauqua lec- Saturday, leaving Mrs. Ellis at, St. Smelting rose
above its
ture since becoming a member of the Vincent hospital where she is making ow price. The fractionally
remainder of the list
an
from
perrecovery
operation
rapid
cabinet," said Secretary
Bryan, "it formed
grew steadier, although failing to ral-Wednesday.
may not be out of place to say that I
ly.
Saturthe
Mrs.
S.
entertained
Spitz
find it necessary to lecture in order
aveto supplement the salary which I re- day Club at her home on Palace
last.
As I nue on Saturday afternoon
ceive from the government.
have lectured for eighteen years, this Bridge was the program with refresh- School of
sponmcfi!
method of adding to my income is ments following.
Mrs. C. F. McKay, who. was operated Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall
the most natural one to which to turn
on at the sanitarium last week, is reand I regard it as extremely
Children's Class Renins t'rlduy, June 20. 3 P. M
ported as recovering rapidly and wf.t Adult Practice Class
"
" " 8 "
"
le able to be moved to her home in Assembly Heidiix Friday, June 20,9 to 11.30 P.M.
two
less.
weeks
or
Private
Lessons. Fancy Dancing TaURlit.
DOUGLAS ARIZ.) SALOON
P. M. A. Lineau and wife returned
IS ROBBED OF $500.
in
extended
an
from
last night
stay
California, where Mr. Lineau was atin mnrinfinru innuirvaru umrurm
Douglas, Ariz., July 14. The safe tending to official business for the
last
of the Grove bar was opened
state insurance department.
night and $500 stolen. The robbers
regiCaptain F. W. Thompson,
had a pass key to the saloon and the mental
of the nationat
quartermaster
is
to
the
the
safe.
This
combination
left yesterday for Camp Mc- third safe robbery in Douglas in two guard,
near Las Vegas, to arrange for
Fonald,
11
weeks. The officers have no clue.
the coining of the state militia.
Mrs. L. B. VickRoy and Tom Vlck-- j
Koy and wife left last evening for
Denver, where they will reside. Mr.
GO. VickRoy and son Donald, will prob
KAliNE
H.
rbly leave for that city about Friday,
Glenn A. Gray, state hydrographer,
Where Quality Governs the Price and E. L. Redding, district hydrographer from Silver City, are spendand Price the Quality
ing the day in Santa Fe canyon. Mr.
Redding leaves for home this evening,
UNTIL' THE CANNING
Mrs. W. J. Wainscott of Nevada.Mo.,
a sister of Mrs. Thomas Doran, acIS RIGHT UPSEASON
companied by her son, Richard Wainswill
cott, arrived here yesterday, and
ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
make her sister an extended visit.
Prof. J. H. Wagner returned last evFRUIT JARS. GET EARening from Salt Lake City, where he
LY AND BE SURE OF
Are now as low
was in attendance at the National
Teachers' Association. He reports a
in price as they
GETTING THE PROPER
very pleasant and profitable meeting.
J.
Governor and Mrs. McDonald and
will be this season
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
A. French, state engineer, and
wife
IN
LINE
COMPLETE
left today for Taos, for a short stay,
you
Coventor McDonald having promised
that he would attend the Taos county
now
institute. They expect to return tomorrow,
AND
CANNING
PRESERVING
Albuquerque visitors in the city yesterday included Max Herzstein, G.
Gasner and Walter Weinman, H. L.
ECONOMY.
Dodson, Harry Leonard and wife, Mason Leonard, Wm. Meehan and wife,
MASON,
fred P. Canfield, W. C. Beall, A. II.
Lower In price. ImperWild, C. A. Forman and others.
SEALFAST,
Johnny Mares who has been conial Valley Cantaloupes.
to the hospital even since July
fined
These are always fine.
SCHRAMM
4th, as the result of injuries received
at Estancia, is doing splendidly report the doctors in charge. His strong
WATERMELONS
constitution and excellent physical
We Also Have Extra Jar
condition have helped him a great
AND PEACHES,
Caps, Rubbers, Etc., For
deal towards a quick recovery.
AH Makes.
on
T.
left
for
Martin
Dr,
P.
Taos
ETC
PLUMS,
Saturday after a few days in Santa
Fe on professional business and spent
in greeting old friends. The doctor is
intensely interested in the Santa
state highway and an ardent
EXTRA NICE CURRANTS
KAUNE
GO. advocate of it. He is also working to
H.
secure an attendance of Santa Fe people who will go by automobile to Taos
THE MODERN CROCERf CO.
at the time Governor McDonald goes
to
attend the teachthere, July 26th,
ers' meeting. They are preparing for uunnn n ixivwiriruvviirvruijmrinirLrJ
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GOODS

DRY

Boys' Suits

Men's

At Less Than Cost

-

i

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

j

INSURE WITH IIAVWARD

i

1

tj
I
li

,...,,

f

WfuTSTREET.

Is This a Bargain ?
water
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city

Six-roo-

and

el-

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
He
iFTfS REAL EATOATWARD HASlf:
iic

WHY BE BAKED OVER

A

HOT STOVE ?

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I haveafine
e
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

,(.iiH

s

AND RF.ST CONTENT.

ectric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of reoairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and Improvements will greatly enhance value.

1

own-ier-

EXCURSION

TRIP

ROUND

LANDSCAPE

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

i

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

PROPERTY

CH

BROTHERS,

TECTS AT BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS

PAGE FIVE

MEXilAa

H.

C

YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

dnra-jage-

j

FARE, SANTA FE
TO DENVER,

COLORADO,

l

i

ACCOUNT

THE STAR BARN

Triennial Conclave

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

j

Knights Templar

-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES,

qus-tio-

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

'

,,....

Dates of Sale, August 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
WM. M. SCOTT,

T.

L

&

P.

-

A.,

244 SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

j

j

t

L. A. HUGHES,

C.

L

J.

CRICHT0N,
Manager & Treasurer.

POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.

'

j

Dancii

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS

he FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

GENERAL TRANSFER

BUSINESS

AND STORAGE

yCJ? Your Business Solicited.
Phone

::

100 and 35 W.

.

FRUIT

S.

Jars

a

do

JfE

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

O

Hay, WeGrain

Can Save You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

-:-

SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil EngineerEngineering and Mechanica' Engiing, Electrica
neering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
etc.

or catalogue, address

.',

JELLY GLASSES

Fe-Ta-

THE REGISTRAR

SCHOOL OF MINES,
NEW MEXICO
'
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

SIZES OF

CANTALOUPES

of

For full information,

ALL

S.

a

Where Prices ar Bast
For
Oualitv.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

IIMIMtlllltlllllll

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., 16 Galisteo St.
1

aHENRY KRICKeet-DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Mex.

not wait

11

to give us
We advise
for
your order

-

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

iimiaii

SUMMER TOURIST

BLACKBERRIES

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES

Flour

RATES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
--

Denver,

TO-

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
47.35
51.85 St. Louis

.

Pueblo, .
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,

51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1 st. except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limn is u uay uum uaic ui onic.

CALIFOBUIA
$ee

LOS ANGELES.

SAN DIEGO,

On sale daily,

(CC

EC

EC

SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

June 1st to Sept. 30th. 1911 Return limit, October
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

EC
P4U.30

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Dates of sale, June 30, July
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25,

26, 27, 28, 29.

31st, 1913

VOV.OO

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address,

on sale

H. S. LUTZ. Ajrt.,

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

I
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SANTA rE NEW MEXICAN

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican
En tared

Second

C1L9S

Matter at th Seat

MONDAY,

VALLEY RANCH.

KT.

Mil

Published Dally
Mexican.
The Santa
The New Mexican Review ... ... . English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Fo New

Bronsoa M. Cutting.
Charles M. Stauffcr
J. Wight Olddlnes. ..

-

--

Weekly, par

yaar....

RENDERED

.

....Editor

SUBSCRIPTION
mall
Bally, par year,
Dally, tlx month, by mall

-

15.01
12.51
11.01

qaartaa, ky Ml
Pally,
Bally, par qoarta, by eaittet
Weekly, til monltia

....Ml
..... .BIJI

Mr

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

BANK

The officers of this bank will be pleased at any time to advise customers regarding investments ana to furnish them with high grade securities combining safety with satisfactory income return.
In touch with the financial and industrial situation as it is, and willing to give you the benefit of that knowledge when called upon would
it not be well to take advantage sf that service?

best accommodations and best location for fishing.

IM

BY THIS

Will Be of Immense Value
to Any of Its Customers
Seeking Investments

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the

RATES

ft

Personal Service

The

President
.General Manager
.

14, 1913

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Postoffloe

tm

JULY

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
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THE

NATIONAL

BANK OF
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jthan it looks to be, and It Is not us'. the governor, secretary of state and being put in preparatory to placing
another
Uf
in the mill. looking tor the source of the trouble
as
lfish
it
looks
Notice
packer.
at
is
first
blush,
that Elizagiven
hereby
attorney general In voting to Invest
make play of yout
The oil situation is better than ever beth W.
j
Work while vou work and play while you play and
either.
widow
means
William
of
of
the
school
!$i2af,0()0
no
fund
Probert,
and
work
permanent
all
play
that
work whenever you can, But don't forget
Of bourse you have got to look out in state highway bonds will meet with with great activity. The Doheny pea H. Probert, Jr., of 619 Smith
It's hell.
St.,
are
and
and
.humanity going to seed. Drudgery isn't' work.
pie
working day
night
for you. That is one of the big essen hearty approval. Actions of this kind
N. Y., who, on January
Upon the correct answer to this
tials in life. If you and I do not look will soon put to rout the financial jug- new materials have arrived for push Schenectedy,
12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No.
downward
ing
cessation.
without
will depend much of
question
out
no
one
else
is
for
ourselves,
going glers who think they have a right to
ARKANSAS IN TROUBLE
014779, for NE
NE
NE
the pleasure of your outing.
Arkansas Democrats are in deep distress and unless the courts intervene, tc do it for us. I do not take it tha manipulate the state's securities for
W
NE
NE
W
SE
a few weeks hence, Mr. Haynes, of New Y'ork, when Iw of- their benefit. Raton Reporter.
are likely to be out of the running entirely in the election were
Why not avail yourself of the
FINDS HER FALSE
NE
W
NE
SE
NE
too many can- fers the suggestions
There
Mcket.
on
the
above
written
for
candidate
governor
no
El-having
E
of the undersigned,
assistance
SW
4
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NE
NE
names
their
IN DUMP SE
means "everyone for himself and tlw STRANGE SEQUEL
didates and if any of the Democratic persuasion are voted for.
S
SE
one of the Santa Fe'a summer
NE 4 SE
W
exdevil
take
the
ballot.
hindmost."
It's not
will be written on the
SE
SE
Sec. 24, T. 20 N., R.
are
TO A SAD
tour specialists? His help will
New York. N. Y., July 14. "Big Bill" 2 E., and S
Hence the woe and the mourning of the faithful. The Progressives
actly that, but you've got to look after
S
NW
SW
field.
the
in
for
governor
cost you nothing, but you will
self if you ever get anywhere.
the
street
Edwards,
commisregularly on the ticket and have a candidate
cleaning
SW
NE
SW
SE
NW
Th KenublicauB are likewise situated, but the chances are In favor of rhe
Cincinnati, July 14. The dispatch sioner, has been asked to recover rub
About treatment of ourselves,
find it invaluable.
all
NE
4
SW
NE
NE
SW
other
with
do
any
Arkansas
differ materially.
Progressives, and what would old.
To some of us it from Huntington, W. Va., detailing the ber plants from the city dumps by
NW
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NW
SE
than a Democratic executive in the chair at the capital?
is
unbridled
license
of our desires B,ory of Mrs- A- c- Jana8 who lam- - Brooky.ln women; he has received S
SW
SW
NE
W
,vo ro fneinir troublous times politically, and neither of the old aud to others it means
ae
xnal 8ne llaa Deen drugged on the complaints about cats crawling over SE
restraint oi
SW
NE
Sec. 19 Township
in ha aha in iret its benrintis clearly established. The Re
train by a vnraan, robbed of $2,000 house roofs; recently he was asked zu
from
but
whatever
viewpoint
North, Range 3 East, N. M. P. B. and
are
taken to Maysvllle, will probably to "come up here right away and take Meridian,
publicans went squarely upon the rocks last fall and the Democrats
we regard the matter, what we do
has filed notice of intention
those
among the breakers.
"
off
our
nasty
creepy
V
nnrt
KOna
to make five
ocquei.
has its reflPftinn
caterpillars
its In. 1"""
proof, to establish
Colorado, Grand Canyon, CaliIt looks as if the time were ripe for a new alignment and for the con- fiuence.
The Federal authorities in Coving- trees, but the strangest demand vet claim to the year
land above described,
the Northwest Chicago,
tinued growth of Progressivism.
ton,
made
word
fornia,
received
him
from
was
in
upon
yesterday
this before U. S. Commissioner, John Altelephoned
Evil living goes beyond our own
The old parties are both under suspicion and the people are doing a large
Huntington that a woman mentioned afternoon.
the Northern Lake
Adirondack!,
exander
we
little
at
circle
N.
in
which
Y., and
amount of real, hard thinking.
Mrs. .lanas had gone to the police
"About 10 minutes ago, Mr. Com that of her Schenectady,
or the Atlantic Coast
move. So dors gocd living. Wo can- by
before
witnesses
Regions,
the
n
regtold
a story that put an entirely missioner," said a woman over the ister and
iand
receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Resorts this summer?
And the man in the canoe, with all the lessons of the years, before him, not, by any possibility, be merely our new light on the affair.
Two promin pnone, my servant put my teeth in on
-t
August 11, 1913.
bU"'b-!lake
a
in
with
come
collision
cannot
he
cannot believe, apparently, that
conductors are said to be the rubbish. She held he tee h n
Claimant names as witnesses:
t
involvedsteamer and get away alive. We are in the very midst of the silly
ne hand an(1
full of rubbish
E. M. Fenton, W. H. Kogers, Whitry to or .lot. ior thia reason it Sawyer Smith, Assistant District ai.Hh the other. The tpan
Information
about
cart rang the bell rred
Complete
Bletcher, all of Jemez SDrines.
pays, from whatever standpoint we torney of the Easter District of Ken- and the girl threw the teeth Into the
summer
fares
and
train
service,
It Is not easy to understand why America seems to want Jack Johnson look at it, to build substantially and tucky, when asked in Covington about dustpan.
I can hardly make myself N. M., and W. Garnett, of Senorlto,
etc., sent promptly, If you adback. If any other country wants him let it have him. We ought to be will- well.
the possibility of a prosecution under understood over the phone now with N. M.
'
to
have
to
much
FRANCISCO
dress
that
than
to
him
have
abroad,
to
up
the Mann white slave act. said: "If out my teeth. You see I suffered so
put
DELGADO,
pay $15,01(0
stay
Authority
ing
-'
1k
in
a divorce suit j the facts are stated In the alleged con greatly from my own testh that I had
him come back.
Testimony given
Register.
n
pending before Judge Murphy of De. fession, it would come under the juris- to have them drawn and the false
H. S. LUTZ,
Afent,
A Cincinnati man claims he has Invented a process of making beer at troit, is to the effect that a most esti- diction of the Eastern District of Ken- one well, won't you
It will not pay yon to waste yotn
please hurry up
mable housekeeper became a terma tucky, and there will undoubtedly be ana gei your men to And
home for one cent a glass. Well, aren-- t the brewers doing that, too?
SANTA
I E,
time writing out your legl forms
my teeth
o
gant wife who caused the plaintiff an investigation to ascertain if there
i ne commissioner caused the dumps When yon Bet them alreadv
nrfntut
C.'s Doc Cook is just more trouble within
five minutes has been any violation of the statute to be searched and the teeth were at the New Mexican
NEW MEXICO
According to the accused congressmen and ex-Printing
than he had known during the two eovering white slavery."
a fakir member of the Ananias club compared to Col Mulball.
I
and restored to their owner.
pan?.
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ling nerved 24 years of his sentence.
His criminal career was one of the
most spectacular of any every recorded in the 1'lilted Stales.
Ilol.hiiy'n eploits In the woods of
Northern Michigan and Wisconsin
He
rivaled those of Jesse .lames.
held up stage coaches and waylaid
travelers. When received at the prisand gave
on he was illiterate,
the prison authorities much trouble.
A surgical operation
changed his
character completely, and since then
he has been a model prisoner, studying hard and gaining education.

Keep
Cool
You can
have a
comfort-

able

kitchen
the
hottest
summer
day if

The Stomach
Is the Target

New PerAction.
e
Oil
Cook-stov-

No Coal. No Ashes. No Dirt.
Furnished with 1, 2, 3 and 4 burners, with shelf
racks for keeping food hot, and indicator on oil tank.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City
Butte,
Boise,
Cheyenne,

NEWS OF THE STATE
Phillips says he will arrest
every man caught gambling in Colfax
county. The law against it is plain,
and he will proceed against violaters
of the law, regardless of creed, color
or previous condition of servitude.
Air.

Maxwell Mail.

Golden Medical Discovery
stomach

makes the
th liver active and the blood pure. Mado from
healthy,
l
In
forest roots, Bnd
without the use of ulcohol. guld ly drutft-ristBliquid form oL $1.00 ptr bol(l fur over 40 yems, giving general uuliaiuciion.

If yon prefer tablets as modified by K. V. Pierce M. D., these can be
had of medicine dealers or trial box by mail on receipt of 50c In stamps

In--

ln-n-

-

Santa,

i

i.

FOR SALE Good ti
l.effel steam engine. (ood condition.
Apply New Mexican Printing coinpany.
horse-powe-

FOR MEN

r

Newly furnish-

light and airy, shower bath, use ot
.
pay-lin-

sup-irg-

j

,

it

d

j

j

d

THE WEATHER

W"

Mon-day-

s

95

the
at the

of
month

Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Santa Fe
No. 2,

Lodge
of

Knights

Appell's

Pythias meets

African
Water

visiting

Will positively keep wntercool
for 46 hours in the shade or
sun. Constructed on a simple
scientific principle. Will withstand the severest kind of field
use.' Is a boon to the stockman, surveyor, minrr, farmer,
prospector and traveler. Is
used bythe U. S. Gov't. Is
durable light sanitary and
convenient to carry.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
Lodge No. 25U, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
(month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
'
come.
BENITO AL.ARID, President, t
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

j

FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

j

Made by

Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Portland, Oregon

Santa Fe Lodg
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'ciocl
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothers always welcome.

PROFESSIONAL

VMTBBAI!fj
nMmiMiuwHta
,cra

efficient
Guaranteed 100
take no substitute

Knights are most
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

k

Bag

Kaune's store.

A.

SOT AMOKS

South

every Second and
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
In
K.
Meeting
of P.
Hall over

All

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

G. W.

DR. W. HUME BROWN.

Dentist
Spitz Jewelry Stor
Rooms l, 2 and S.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to I
And by Appointment

Ov?

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
Rooms

18-1-

9

aid

Laughlin Bldg. Calls

OFFICE
HOTJE3;
2 to
m.. 7 to
4 p.

8 p. in

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal formi
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing con

pan.

1st, 1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passenger to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound. connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and enos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

SURGEON,

promply attended day or night.
9 to If a. m.,

Effective January

m.
.

14.T-Bl- ack

PHYSICAN

T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE

Chaa. F. Eatley, . Chas. H. Eaaley
EA8LEY & EA'JLEY,
aw.
Attorneys-i- t
Practice in the Courts and Defer
Land Department
Land grants and tltli examine,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esti
cia, N. M.

News-Heral-

A.

PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Co'irti
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M

g

FOR I! ENT Beautiful new brick
lu.usc. modern, 8 rooms, bath, range,
shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast corner of cupitol. Geo.
M. Kinsell.

i

Twelve-Year-Ol-

1

unw

or

State Cfe

carWANTED--Railroa- d
bridge
Mexican laborers for railpenters.
'
'
road work. All kinds of help wasted
Santa Fo Lodge of Per-- and furnished.
Call, phone, or adfection No. i, 14th de- dress Livesay and Caldwell, second
gree. Ancient and Ac- - floor. Capital City Hank
building.
cepted Scottish Rite of Phone u2 .1.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
TYPEWRITERS
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New cleaned, adjusteo and repaired. New
.
Rite phjteus furnished.
Scottish
Cathedral.
Ribbons and
Visiting
MasoDS are cordially invited to attend. plies
Bold,
exchcange;
Typewriters
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
jand tented. Standard makes handled
Venerable Master, All repair work and typewriters
A. WHEELON, Secy.
lantecd. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- -

ad

re-b- y

ly

New

Farmiiigtou, N. M, .Inly II. At a
ivnss meeting of the citizens of this
place held Thursday night in Allen's
opera house, it was decided to hold the
Ih annual Farmington fair. Orval
and
P'Cketts was chosen chairman
Win. Under as secretary of the meet-- j
Committees for the various de-- ;
42.
lartments of work were appointed.!
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight The dates will be the lith and 12th,
and Friday, of September,
gtenrally fair: Tuesday threatening i'lharsday
'change, Phone 231 W.
with possibly local thunderstorms and 'I he fair will be held rather early this
B P. O. E.
as Aztec is to nave a lair also
vear
cooler.
:
A GREAT MONEY MAKER
Santa Fe LodgeNo
u. tue .
nuu ...
uns year, anu uaics ....
For New Mexico: Tonight
FOR AGENTS.
P. O. K.
460, B.
llilt wollI(1 not interfere with the
not
much
generally fair;
The greatest chance ever offered to
bolds Its regulai
or
A
AlbuquerShiprock
tec,
Durango,
change in temperature.
eisiou on the sec hustlers for making money fast. One
iue fairs. The ladies have agreed to
Conditions.
fourth .can be sold in almost every home. At
ond
and
maknow
are
and
the exhibits,
busy
vi,,. i,..,.mt.. i
cf
Wednesday
eachja glance everybody gets a desire to
11
A feature of the
S preparations.
from the central vallevs and southern
Ins have one. 'i lie price or this very
month.
Vll
will be San Juan day,
Rocky mountain region westward to. f; ir this year
tool is so low that every family
are lnvlt-lfu- l
second
on
the
held
which
be
will
day
the Pacific, while moderately
high
to buy one. The Homo
I3IH afl'.ini
welcome.
and
ed
will
A
dinner
fair.
the
big picnic
taronieter obtains over the northwest of
Co., Anionito, Colo.
Novelty
P.
EDWARD
DAVIES,
Cottonwood
land north Pacific. Showers have oc- l.c given in the great
Exalted Ruler,
somej
curred in southern
It will not pay you to waste your
Arizona, western grove at the fair grounds, and
C. H. WILSON
a
or
afternoon
the
time
evening
during
w i
time,
Colorado, North Dakota. Montana and
ting out your legal forms)
Secretary.
eastern Oregon, and some cloudiness program conducted by the old time
Jv. hen you can get them already print-jew ill be held.
is present over tho western states this pioneers
at the New Mexican Printing
Santa Fe Gamp
While the fair will be but two days
morning.
Temperatures remain high
13514, M. W. a.
it: the southwest, but cool weather is this year, it is planned to make them
meets second TuesWork for the New Mexican. It 1B
eai'h month, soreported from the northwest and the two of the most interesting days San
day
north Pacific. Conditions favor fair J'ian people have had in many a year.
cial meeting third working for you, for Santa Fe and
at Fire- the new state.
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit
welcome.
New Mexican Want Ads always
CHILDREN'S EVIDENCE MAY SEND THEIR OWN ing neighbors
A. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
bring results. Try It
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
FATHER TO GALLOWS FOR THE MURDER
. Subscribe
for the Santa Fi New
F. W. FARMER Mexican, the paper that boosts all
OF THEIR MOTHER.
No. I II C nine mm
Homestead
nuiao ivi vud uiiuium- 2879, Br o t h e
ing of our new Stat.
of American Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth
;

-

at

for good
WANTED Solicitor
Must be of good
proposition.
able 1o speak Spanish and
(willing to hustle. Apply at once. 127
'Manhattan avenue.

1

4; Cheyenne, ti2; Dodge City, 7C: Du-- i
jrnngo, r.S; Flagstaff. BS: Grand June-- j
lion, 7i : Helena, 42; Kansas City, TK;
1'hoe-li'lx- ,
jl.os Angeles, (M Modena. tiii;
1'ueblo, lifi;
52;
h'i: Portland,
52: Ros- lianid City, (ill: Koseburs,
well, 72; Salt Lake, HG; San Francisco,
Mi; Spokane, 44; Tonopali. (ill ;

Furnished
Cull

library. Mrs. A. E. P. Kobinson, corner
Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.

Regular
southeast yesterday afternoon and weallier tonight, with threatening and
conclave fourth MonTues-- .
local
thunderstorms
possibly
levelling.
day in each month at
The lowest temperature last night day.
j
Masonic Hall at 7:30
lowest
was
leport-degrees and the
p. m.
(i from the other stations was as folWILL HOLD FAIR
WESLEY O. CONNER, JK E. C.
jlnvs:
AT FARMINGTON W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
-

FOR RENT

tished rooms.

ed,

K. T.

1,

WANTS
ROOMS

No

1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
of
each month
Monday
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MA SSI E,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.

No.

a

SURGEON'S

fe Chapter

Santa Fe Commanflery

Men Drop 100 Feet.
As the result of accidents in the
Krnestine mine last week one miner is
Mining Development.
J. W. Searl, manager of the Copper dead and three others seriously, if nol
I'ullion mines in the Organ moun- fatally, injured.
The first accident occurred about
tains, says they are continuing development work on this property and o'clock Wednesday night when a mass
have sunk a shaft to the depth of 4a of rock become loosened and dropped
i'tet, opening up what looks like a cut of a pillow in what Is considered
to be the safest part of the Ernestine
very good lead of ore.
They have also done some prospect- mine. In its descent the rock fell on
ing on the farther edge of the property cne of the miners and injured his
and Mr. Searl thinks this will develop spine so badly that his lower limbs
a richer grade of ore than the present Lave since been paralyzed. Hut little
It will be some time, how- hope is held out for his recovery.
workings.
The other accident occurred Thursever, he asserts, before the properties
will be in condition to commence ship- day afternoon. A foreman and two
ments. Las Cruces Republican.
assistants, all timbermen, were working on a stull when the same sudden- ly gave way with a crash, precipltat- Big Land Deal.
A. B.. Clow, president of the Seveniing the. men about ino feet to the
Rivers Oil company, arrived from ground below. The foreman was "
killed by the fall, while one of
Texas last Saturday and has been
arrangements for the workmen had his skull fractured so
busy concluding
transfer of his company's leases to the badly that his life is hanging in the
omer workman was
Doheny interests. Mr. Clow has bee:i taiance. The
and
bruised
possibly injured f
badly
for
worker
development
a consistent
is not anticipated
it
!
be-ternally,
though
and
the vallev's oil interests,
lieves that the new arrangements will that his injuries will prove fatal.
The coroner's jury attributed the
mean some very decided development
The leases second accident to the men's own
l:j the field right away.
of the Seven Rivers Oil company carelessness in disobeying the rules
.Mar o cuotinn nf f'nimtrv that has for un derfironn d work. All those inFranc
for years been considered the verylvolved in both accidents are reported P"8
Prudence McGuffln, Paris, France.
best oil district of the entire valley, to be Mexicans. Silver City lnue- - Marie Mackabee,
Russell, Ky.
and now that ample capital has been pendent.
John J. Kelly and wife. Silver City.
enlisted for its exploitation, there is
W. R. King and wife, Salt Lake City.
no reason why the actual juice should
Story of the Accident.
Horace Harper, Artesla.
not be brought to the Burface.
The Fourth of July celebration in
C. J. Doyle. Chicago.
Advocate.
Estancia was marred by a terrible
E. S. White, Elizabeth, Ky.
accident, in which John Mares, of
Mrs. Charles Spiess and son. Las
Santa Fe, sustained injuries which yegas.
Backed A Hack Into Fence.
Miss Spiess, Las Vegas.
Because the horses of a team driven may cause his death, though late
Forest Rangers Bailey and TomjPrts encourage the hope that he may Dr. S. B. Kaser, Moundville, Pa.
recover.
J. (. Cowell, Boston.
West wanted to each take different 'i
At an early hour, E. N. Peden, Rob-.ID. H. Boles, Las Vegas.
roads, a hack containing six people
Joe T. Noe, St. Louis.
rf,.mort nver r,n the rnnri hetween ert Taylor and Mose Derusha were
A. H. Wild, Albuquerque.
Cloudcrot't and Highrolls. The acci- firing some cannon shots, using for
T. C. Carey, Philadelphia.
dent occurred at die fork of the roads, this purpose a large mass of iron
with a hole drilled in it which was
Bert M. Casley, Denver.
just below Snow s place Fortunately used for some
Dr. G. G. Rice, Albuquerque.
purpose about the railno one was hurt, although the wagon
was filled with
Charles Walsh, Amarillo.
rolled over and landed up against the road (diops. andThe hole
then capped with an C. A. Forman, Albuquerque.
barbed wire tence. In the hack were explosives
P. L. Sidebottom, Owenton, Ky.
piece of iron. The boys
Richard York, of Mayhill; Mr. and otheras heavy
much noise out of this con
Mrs. I. T. Cornell, Alamosa.
Mrs. B. H. Taylor, of Tularosa, and got
would be afforded by a
as
B. Cornell, Alamosa.
F.
traption
two
Miss Wattes, of Weed, and the
cannon.
had fired a
Mrs. H. I. Meyer, Camlta.
They
rangers. The party was returning! number of shots and had everybody in
J. Frank Adams, Memphis, Tenn.
from the celebration at Alamogordo.
town and within several miles around
H. .1. Mendenhall, Artesia.
The men were helped in righting awake, when the improvised cannon
M. F. Brogham, Rockland, Mass.
WilL.
and
Nat
hack
the
Ebnboni
by
J. C. Duncan, St. Joseph.
burst. They were doing the firing in
son, who were motoring up from EI the middle of the square between the
R. J. Mattheson, El Paso.
Paso in their Overland "45." Ala- Holloway store and the Valley hotel.
W. Whitmore, Chicago.
mogordo
L. Cunningham. Rochester.
Mares was standing near the entrance
.1. C. Chesley, Lamy.
to the pool hall and barber shop, perSix Men Arretted.
P. (. Cornish and wife, Albuquer
Lower Left L. A. Larsen, man charged with killing his wife, and his
haps one hundred feet distant. One
A rough and tumble fight about two of the flying fragments struck him, que.
two children, Luella, 17, and Cyrus, 12, whose evidence may help to send
o'clock yesterday morning resulted in breaking his arm in two places, tearMrs. J. F. Lucke, Albuquerque.
him to the gallows.
the arrest of six men for gambling, ing a hole in the abdomen just above
Miss Lucke, Albuquerque.
Seventeen-Year-Oland was he said that she had gone to San
Daughter
one for conducting a gambling game, the right groin and shattering the upP. G. Cornish, Jr., Albuquerque.
I told him that I didn t
Francisco.
Witnesd
Chief
Son,
F. Gordon Cass, Albuquerque.
and one for fighting. Fines of ,$5.00 per part of the hip bone.
him.
believe
Accused
Who
is
ses
Parent
Against
Frederick Luthy, Albuquerque.
and costs were assessed in the gambHe was taken to the office of Dr.
of Awful Crime.
'"We didn't tell you kids,' he exJ. J. Burke, Lamar, Colorado.
ling cases, the assault case drew a' Wiede Randers, where he was given
plained, 'because we didn't want, you
bond in the sura of $1000 to await the the best treatment possible and made
Los Angeles, July 14. A son and a bawling around to go with her."
action of the grand jury, and the ready for the trip to Santa Fe where
" 'But why would she go to San
daughter may put the hangman's
charge of conducting a gambling game he could be placed in the hospital.
her
without changing
ncose around their father's neck, for Francisco
was withdrawn
Meanwhile an engine was fired up and
the murder ot their mother.
They clothes and taking other garments and
Three negros from one of the camps a special train got ready, and at ten
I asked.
LuelIa- daughter, and money?'
north of to a u were spending the ven o'clock he was started for Santa Fe,
Saturday and Sunday were clear jare
" 'Oh, I gave her plenty of money,
r
"
tiftc-to
Randers
Wiede
several
and warm. The high temperature
accompanied by Dr.
tripa
ins in town, and
and she will buy clothes when she
fr-.saloon and visiting around awhile, and a number of the railroad boys and Saturday was 86 and Sunday 90, al- BUll, UUUUOKU Ul mill UCI lug Lilts nut;subthere,' he answered.
a
gets
Casa
in
near
hills
the
Verdugo,
they were Invited to join a card game. members of the ball club. Estancia though a ennl hrepzp from the mnuu- "Then he said that we would all
of this clty'
iurb
and
the
invitation,
in
the
later
tains
afternoon,
brought
They accepted
in a couple of
Good bye. Luella. If I am mur go to San Francisco
after playing awhile, became involvpleasant relief. The average tempera
weeks and meet mother."
be
will
father
it
remember
men
white
your
dered,
es in a fight. One of the
ture yesterday was 78 degrees, just
Mrs. Larson was beaten to death
KNIFE
estook a hand in the affair and one of
nine degrees above the 41 year aver- who killed me. Don't let him
with a beer bottle. The crime is one
REFORMS A MAN age for July 13. The humidity was cape."
the negroes was almost killed.
of the most brutal ever perpetrated in
These were the last words spoken tbis city.
Assistant District Attorney O. L.
low, averaging 30 per cent for Satur
Bart day and 34 for Sunday. There was by Mrs. Larson to her daughter just Near the body was found a receipt
Fhillips came down from Raton to Lansing, Mich. July
handle the assault case before Judge Holzhay, who was sentenced to Mar- no rain on either day and a wind that before she went into the Glendale hills bearing Larson's signature and he has
Hudkins and following the trial, he quette Prison in 1896 for life for high- reached .SO miles an hour at 4:55, blew with her husband where her body been identified by a number of people
had all six men arrested for gambling. way robbery, was released after hav- - for a considerable time from the was found a few days later by ranch- in that neighborhood as the man they
ers.
saw going into the hills with a woman.
"When my mother said this it fright- In his locker in the barbershop where
ened me," saiQ Luella. "I asked her he worked was found the watch
why she said such a thing and she re- which his wife wore the day she was
plied that my father had asked her killed.
not to tell us children where they
Police maintain that Larson killed
' ir Ttr t if
vere going.
his wife because he was in love with
unit"
I
"When I came home from work another woman. A woman frequently
about 10 o'clock that night, my father called him on the telephone at the
RICH IN CURATIVE QUAUTIES-N- O
HABIT FORMING DRUGS.
had returned, but mother wasn't shop and euce called for him in
CAPlTAIi PHARMACY.
there. When I asked him where she
l?

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
communiRegular
cation firit Monday
of each month at
at
Masonic
Hail
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
CHAS. E. LIX.YEY. Secretary.

fi

Pr P,crc;B

MontezumaA. C. Heard and wife, Carlsbad.
Henia and Mona Heard, Carlsbad.
Frank Miser, Carlsbad.
A. B. Moseley, Chicago.
Max. Herzstein, Ailbuiiueniue.
II. If. Brook, lSuckman.
.1. P. Paulson.
Denver.
O. R Thornton, Des Moines.
Clarence L. Davis, Shreveport, La.
William M. Hoffer, Uiickntan.
H. D. Terrell. Clovis.
Mrs. ,1. M. Moore, Atlanta, tia.
Miss Bertha Moore. Atlanta, (ia.
Mrs. W. A. Moore, Albuiueriue.
Mr. (!. Casner, Albuquerque.
Mr. V. Weinman, Albuquerque.
Dr. S. D. Betts, El Paso.
II. I. Dodson, Albuquerque.
TIarry Leonard and wife. Albuquerjque.
William Meehnn and wife. Albu
querque.
Mason Leonard, Albuquerque.
Dr. W. T. Joyner. Roswoll.
0. S. Harper and wife. City.
R S. Gonzales, Espanola.
P. P. Canfleld, Albuquerque.
W. C. Beall, Albuquerque.
A. H. Hutchinson, Denver.
George Hays, M. D., Ash Fork.
Fred B. Heyn, Albuquerque.
Stanley Dohrer, Woodward, Okla.
Dr. Lovelace, Fort Sumner.
F. C Shel.lhart, Albuquerque,
.lames Barry. Denver.
B. L. Dode, Fort Worth. Texas.
.T.
R. Smith, Socorro.
P. M. Ameara and wife, Excelsior
Springs, Mo.
W. M. Borrowdale. Magdalena.
Mrs. W. .T. Wainscott, Xevada. Mo.
Richard Wainscot t, Xevada, Mo.
Coronado.
Mr. R Feel and wife, Espanola.
Dick Wilson, Winslow, Arizona.
G. Hovey, City.
M. Martinez. Espanola.
B. A. Martinez, Espanola.
L. G. Vigil, Espanola.
H. Clouehie, Eloco, Mexico.
L. .T. Dellow, Eloco, Mexico.
M. D. Loveless, Chama.
P. Herrera, Espanola.
M. Trujlllo, Espanola.
Juan Duran, Espanola.
E. C. Allen, Las Vegas.
Miss G. .Gearge, Las Vegas.
A. Salazar, Coyote.
La Salle.
Jxmis Baumgardner, Albuquerque.
G. P. Divine, Albuquerque.
H. B. Henton and wife. Shows.
G. F. King, Chicago."
J. W. Walker, Chicago.
,T.
E. Ma,lon, Chicago.
H. Gray, Chicago.
II. Jersey, New York.
Mrs. Elmer Collins, Kansas City.
George L. Howe, Albany.
L. G. Dellow, D. & R. G.
R. A. Gray, Louisville, Ky.
R. Montoya, City.
De Vargas
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
Perkins,

MASONIC.

Aim to make that strong and digestion good and you
will keep well I No chain is stronger than its weakest
No man is stronger than his 'stomach.
link.
With
stomach disordered a train of diseases follow.

HOTEL ARRIUALS.

you use a

New Diversion Dam.
The work on the new diversion dam
or the Cimarron river for the Springer
Ditch company is progressing very
radidly. Douglas Wright, the superin-t- (
ndent, informs us that they will be
iar enough along with the construc
tion to divert water into the ditch next
vcek. Springer Times.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 12:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.
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OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS
and Market.

INJUNCTION

Grocery, Bakery

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Another car
will buy, try it.

FAIR

ONDAY,

GRINER WRITES
GEORGE ARMIJO
CIGAR STAND
GETS BULLET
THAT HE IS
PHILOSOPHER
LEG
IN
IN
WOUND
KANSAS
IN
TRIES SUICIDE

ASKED

John Crmor, tho cowboy who

CASE

.was)

George Armijo,

city marshal,

was

reported lost, has been discovered. He shot in the right thigh about 7 p. m.
ii: ill Kansas, font not at the home of Saturday evening, when his police rehis mother, font at n small town a few volver, dropped from his pocket dur- in ing a scuffle at the Star barns,
SEEK T0;"
FARMINGTON FAIR DIRECTORS
and
away. (Jrl,,er disappeared
the
The
bullet
entered,
leg
exploded.
COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY
RESTRAIN
'tZa
just above and back of the knee,
foul
FROM
APPROPRIATING
broke the thigh
$500 FOR another, he was never found and
ranging upward

Auto Delivery Every Hour !

!

FE NEW MEXICAK

'

that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
A coupon packed in every sack
good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to

JZZ

of

Denver, Colo., July 14. Depressed
because with all her erudition
and
knowledge of arts and sciences she
was forced to clerk in a ctgar stand,
Bertha Wilcox, 23, committed suicide
yesterday near Golden, a suburb of
Denver by shooting herself twice
through the head. Since the death of
her father, A. B. Wilcox, once a prominent musician of Chicago, three years
ago, the Wilcox family has been in
straightened financial circumstances.
Miss Wilcox was a student of philosophy old and new, and ardent in
her support of the theory of the transmigration of the soul. In a note book
found in her hand bag, lying by the
body, were written the thought that
she was working an injustice upon
humanity by permitting her brilliant
mind to be embodied in the personality which, through chance, prevented
her from giving her best to the world
and expressing the belief that her
mind and soul, transmigrated to another and more sturdy body, would
be of greater benefit to her follow

JULY 14, 1913.

Best Assorted Line oi
Embroidery Floss in White
and Colors, both In Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C., Royal Society, and Princess
Stamped Linen, Art Centerpieces, Scarfs, etc.

MISS A. MUGLER

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
play was feared. Later it. was said bone, and lodged in the flesh on the
he had been found that he was in inside of the upper thigh. The inKansas at the home of his mother. jured, man was removed to the saniliament and refer it to the electors by
AUGUST 4TH.
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
n.eans cf a referendum.
Letters from his mother at Kudora, tarium where the broken leg was set,
The opposiKansas, say, however, that lie is not and this morning he was reported dotion, he said, would accept that
tliopo art.? .irr.iii, 41, n lmnf uttivtaH rttmi- e
ing as well as could be expected, alThe strained condition of affairs
t'errUory
4
olft.een Tlllarosa and though he said he was
getting very
over
the
in
San
Juan county
listing
GARRISON WILL ATTEND
jCutter, trying to locate the missing tired of lying on his back, a position
FRONTIER DAY CELEBRATION.
question of a county fair, Farmington iman. But no sign of him lias been made necessary by the splints on his
found there.
Cheyenne, Wyo July 14. Secretary
leg. As yet the bullet has not. been
having given a fair for years, and the
o.' War Garrison has accepted the inSaturday the mounted police here probed for, although as soon as pos
n last legislature parsing a ia
uiui received
a letter from W, U Ritch, the sible
will be made to re
vitation extended by the frontier commakes it possible for county fairs at cowman tor whom Griner was working move attempts
it.
mittee of Cheyenne to attend the fronthe county seat, Aztec, to be given in which was enclosed a letter from
tier celebration here August
and
Saturday the Star barns rented a
In this letter Griner says horse and buggy for the afternoon,
has changed the itinerary of his tour
$500 for the payment of premiums on (iriner.
that he Is in Kansas, but does not
six
of inspection of government posts to
agricultural, horticultural and live know how he came there. He says and so the story goes, when was
o'clock came, the marshal's office
make this visit possible.
stock exhibits, has resulted In the the
he
was
last
knew
he
riding telephoned to send a man to get the
thing
The original schedule would have
Farmington directors asking Judge E.
in
Cottona
the
horse,
horse and buggy which were still bea "Trusty,"
the secretary and his party
C. Abbott of the first district for
brought
wood draw near Tularosa.
He says
Marcos
to Cheyenne to inspect Fort Russell,
restraining order prohibiting the $500 the horse must have stumbled and ing driven around the plaza.
Mr.
Rael
with
Arinijo
enter-ttiineresponded, and
for the fair at Aztec. Judge Abbott landed him on his head for he
The family of Miss Wilcox, while August 15. The officials will be
has picked up the outfit, on the plaza, Arwhile in Cheyenne by the frondeat
her
death,
severe headaches, and has been weak
grief
expressing
mijo driving the rig to the barn.
tier committee and Industrial club.
hear the arguments as to whether the and sick. He
hopes the horse and sad
man clare they sympathize with her beliefs
The invitation on behalf of Cheyinjunction should be made permanent die have been recovered, and stated There Armijo left it, but the
rash
for
her
not
her
blame
do
and
who had rented the outfit commenced
or not on August 4th at Aztec.
A letter written by Miss Wil- enne was presented by Senator
to work
act.
a
was
he
with
that
is the best that can
going
W.
A.
to
abuse
the
proprieWilliams,
Win. Butler, W. H. Harrington, and
be produced. It is
threshing outilrtlie next day at $2.50
back cox, announcing her act of suicide
George K. Griffin, three directors of n day to earn enough to return to New tor, it is said, and Armijo turned
and addressed to her mother in Denmade by the Boston
the Farmington fair, asked for the Mexico. This letter was dated July ". to stop the quarrel. Arinijo suggest- ver follows:
STREET CAR STRIKE
Woven Hose& Rubed that, the man move on, which he
The grounds alleged for
BRINGS DISORDER.
injunction.
write
as
to
I
known
that
"Be
it
Mr.
its
you
Immediately upon
receipt,
refused to do, and the marshal took
ber Co., the largest
the injunction are at least two direct Ritch
Lexington, Ky., July 14. Disorder
he wired transportation and hold of him, to shove him out of the this it is my intention to go from
says
NON-KIN- K
world.
in the
prohibitions in the state constitution. expense money to Griner, and told him
causes narked the attempt of the Kentucky
stable. In the scuffle, Armijo's revol- this world. The immediate
is a superior
The Aztec boosters have set the date to come home
The next
will doubtless guess.
company to operate cars with
Since that ver fell out,
you
immediately,
on
handle
the
striking
moulded pure
of the fair for September 17th, 18th Mr. Ritch had not heard from him,
as
strike
breakers
become
will
today, and as a result
reason
you
apparent
and discharging the bullet upwar into
and 10th, and are Bald to have the
Para Rubber.
think calmly, that as my existence Is an appeal has been made for state
although it was about time for Griner his leg.
that
McDonald
Governor
of
promise
to have arrived.
Since this Jetter
quite useless to any degree of import- troops. One car was filled with pashe will attend on those dates. It is
from Mr. Ritch nothing fur-ance even to any real appreciable ex- sengers but every one was ejected by
Saturday
nas
never
known that the governor
altllMlcrh ENGLISH WOMEN
Mlfr tlMO hodll flOQl-r- i hd-Red Color
tent. I find that life in a world where the strikers. Another car was burned
been in San Juan county, and for this Grlner g
Xew' Mexico by
,
obttb
I am unable to adjust my poor exist- - on the tracks and the company aban-encand a Popular
DEFV ORDERS
reason he is counting on attending.
this time. Many of the weekly papers
to the scheme of life therein, has doned its efforts.
Seller with
One of the constitutional prohibi- cf the southern
of
tho
state
had
OF GOVERNMENT become intolerable, so, by my own Many arrests were made and a
part
us for 5 years.
tions is alleged to be found in Art. IX, stories of his continued
disappearance
I intend to free myself; knowing her of strike breakers and deputy
Sec. 14, which says:
Fully Guarwith the denial of the fact
together
must live at least until I have sheriffs were badly beaten,
that
14.
Emnieliue
Mrs.
Loudon,
July
anteed and
"Neither the state, nor any county, that he was with his mother in their
my j
school district or municipality, except last week's issue, and this had the Pankhurst and Miss Annie Kenney, expiated all the sin wherewith
an HxtraQood
1
do not imagine
defied the s- ul is defiled.
militant
consti- effect of
leaders,
in
this
suffragette
as
otherwise
provided
Quality.
starting out searching parties government today, by appearing at the where I shall continue to live hence-tution shall directly or indirectly for him again.
of the women's social
rth, but I cannot imagine a more
lend or pledge its credit or make any
A second letter from W. U Ritch weekly meeting
was
Miss
union.
wretched
mental torture than 1 have
and
Kenney
in
political
or
aid
of
to
donation
any person, received on the noon train
says arrested during the uproar caused by
endured.
already
association or public or private cor- that John Griner arrived attoday,
the ranch a clash between the
police and sympa"My hope is, therefore, that when i
poration, or in aid of any private en Saturday from Kansas.
Griner .ill thizers with the
the sins which
lived to
have
suffragettes.
.,
1.
terprise for the construction of
llioioto tliol
Anna uui miuw
!..,... Itui linn After the meeting Mrs. Pankhurst defile nie it mayexpiate
....mi. ha uuco
I shall be perbe
that
herein
nothing
provided,
railroad;
ue me least mea now ne arrived in evaded the officers but she was capmitted to dissolve into that universal
shall be construed to prohibit the
and
his
that
Kansas,
last definite tured later in the day by a detective essence of life and lose entity or per i
state or any county or any municipal- recollection
,f
is that he was horseback who saw her leave the place in a
in short, to reach Nirvana.
for the
sonality,
ity from making provision
about six miles west of Tularosa.
taxlcab and pursued her in another.
care and maintenance of sick and in"The soul may be finally dissolved
The two vehicles engaged in a wild as a metal in a mrnace is mergeu
BUSdigent persons."
race through the crowded streets, but into common mass. I am a being
A decision on this matter will be
the fugitive militant leader was at which is deficient in detail and essenwatched with interest by the various
length run down and taken to jail.
tial. As to this shape of my exist
Cray-craf- t,
fair associations over the state, alMrs. Pankhurst said she had come ence in this world, all for which you
though so far as known there is no
The sooner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe
)
objection to the workings of the law and cake box tobacco, the sooner you to the meeting against her doctor's are responsible, it will die when this
well
was
in any of the other counties.
present existence ends. The- shape
will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's orders but that if she
enough to be tortured in prison by of my body and mind for which you
I'harmacy.
home secre- and my father were responsible, will
Referring to the correspondence
For Sale A gentle reliable family Reginald McKenna, the
New Mexican horse with harness and two seated
I tinted in Saturday's
tary, she was also well enough to at- die when the breath goes from me."
tend a meeting of her comrades.
Here follows an unattested will,
legarding the investing of the per- rig with top. $200. Frank Owen.
Holding up two of her licenses un- which bestows the girl's books, of
manent school fund in the state highG. SARGENT,
FOR SALE All kinds of building
der the "cat and mouse" act Miss which she seems to have many, upon
Penway bonds at 4 per ceut instead of in lumber. 314 Gallsteo street.
Kenney asked for bids for them and her surviving relatives, chiefly to one
6 per cent,
at
various
around
banks
W. H. MENDENHALL,
T.
Tomorrow
C.
The
W.
they were sold, by auction for $30 sister, Kathryne.
the controversy does not seem to be U. Meetting
will hold its
meeting to each.
closed by any means and the matter morrow afternoon regular
enat 3 o'clock at the
Mrs. Pankhurst had been received
will probably be taken to the supreme jhome of Mrs Katherine Pattereon
She
an
RULE
with
ovation
HOME
the
IRISH
meeting.
by
court before it is setttea. Tins paper
The Ue Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
Pole Replaced Because the auto- leaned heavily on a table as she adtomorrow is promised additional de- mobile
IS AGAIN BEFORE
party which ran into and broke dressed a few fervent sentences to
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
matter.
velopments in the
down the telephone pole on Palace the audience.
She said:
LORDS
HOUSE
Santa Rosa Rico, of Dona Ana coun- avenue, had not been located, and did
papered. Many private baths and all the com'I am a rebel as is Sir Edward
of
tho
was
a
member
ty,
appointed
not volunteer to repair the damage, Carson. Both of us are rebels because
hotel.
forts of a first-clamounted police force Saturday by Gov- the telephone company
London, July 14. The home rule
replaced the there is no other way open to us to
apcame up today b'jfore
ernor Wm. C. McDonald.
redress our grievance. I would soon for Ireland bill
pole Saturday.
second reading,
Armed with a requisition on th?
Our tooth brushes represent ex- er be a rebel than a slave. I would the house of lords fir
governor of Arizona, C. L. Lambert, of treme values. They are carefully rather die than submit. I mean to be for the second time unJer the provisthe mounted police, left yesterday for made. Bristles will not come out. a voter in the land of my birth or die. ions of the parliamsnt act whiii.i perthat state and will bring back with We buy them direct from best im- My challenge to the government Is n'its the passage of tills over the
heads of the peers within a specified
him Andres Calles, an escaped pris-uie- r porters.
Zook's Pharmacy.
'Give me freedom or kill me." '
from the New Mexico state peniperiod.
was
from
Pankhurst
released
Sylvia
Meeting Tomorrow Night Tomor
The Marquis of Greve, secretary of
tentiary, who is now in jail at
row night there will be held in the Holloway jail last night as the result
and liberal leader in
Ariz.
Lecture room of the Palace
of the of her hunger strike. Miss Pankhurst state for India
Incorporation papers were filed to- Governors at 8 p. m., an open meet was sentenced on July 8 to three the house of lords, in moving the sec
months imprisonment for incitment toj ond reading, remarked that the govday by the Capital Peak Mining com ing under the auspices of the New-Olpuny. The office of the company is Santa Fe committee of the Chamber cemmit disorders on June 29, when ernment regarded the opposition mo
located on the company's property in of Commerce.
Sol AgonU For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The purpose of this she led a mob to Downing street to at- tion that the bill be submitted first to
the people as a demonstration against
Socorro county, 22 miles west of Three meeting is to get the architects, con tack the official residence of the
the parliament act rather than as one FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds la bulk and packages Rivers, N. M., which is the poBtofflce trators and builders
of this city to
cf the new concern. Ed. D. Fry is give their views on the New-Olagainst home rule.
Santa
Driver, Celso Ortiz.
Lord Lansdowne invited the governnamed as the statutory agent. The Fe movement. These gentlemen have MOTOR CYCLISTS LEAVE
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
company is incorporated for $200,000, been asked not necessarily to endorse
ON PROTRACTED TOUR. ment to withdraw the home rule bill
Courteous and Prompt Treat-me- nt
divided into $10.00 shares. Of this this style of architecture, but to get
fiom the action of the parliament, and
amount $100,S0O is subscribed, divided from them frank opinions as to the
Accorded All.
Hutchinson, Kan., July 14. Five before it became a law to dissolve parPhone Black pmong the following incorporators: advisability of using it in the upbuild- hundred motorcycle riders started
Phone Black
No one is asked to from here this
Fd. D. Fry, Three Rivers : Wm. G,
ing of our city.
morning on a tour of
El Paso; Lester G. Thomasson, give his or her approval to the move- the Rocky mountains. The riders emChico, Calif.; Anthony L. Maynard, ment until every doubt as to its
brace members of the Shortgrass MoIN
has been removed. The meet- tor club, of Kansas, and
London, Eng.; Anthony J. Luttinger,
divisions of
tomorrow
El Paso, Texas, and H. R. Fry, of ing
night is open to all and cyclists from New England, Indiana,
Lordsburg, N. M. Active mining oper it is hoped all will make use of it. Nebraska, and the south. The tour
e
16 Room Modern
ations are contemplated in the imme- II this movement is not for us let us ia for pleasure. Dr. B. J. Patterson
House, Fine Shade, (Three
find out why, but if it is adapted to
diate future, it is reported.
national
the Federation
of
Compartments).
president
our needs, let us further it all we can. of American
4 Room Frame House, 21S Feet Front, Fine Fruit and Shade
Motorcyclists, is at the
It is of paramount importance when head of the trip. One division of
Amount Turned In.
Trees.
The amount turned into the state you have a prescription filled that you young women riders, composed
5 Room Modern Bungalow, with out buildings.
ex
All of the above are rented and paying good interest on Investtreasury from the Insurance depart- secure drugs of known strength and clusively of Kansas girls, will make
ment by Jacobo Chaves insurance tax purity. We fill your prescriptions the tour. The cyclists will be sent
ment, can make terms to suit purchaser.
money was $9,077.77. This was hand- with the best drugs and chemicals.
FOR RENT Beautiful new brick house, modern, 8 rooms,
away by Governor Hodges and will
Zook's Pharmacy,
ed in today.
spend Monday night at Lamed, Tuesbath, range, shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast
Excursionists
corner Capitol, will make long lease.
Sunday
Yesterday day night at Dodge City and WednesCerk and Carrier Examination.
many automobile and other fishing day night at Holly, Colo.
A civil service
examination for parties were seen leaving the citv
M.
clerk and carrier in the local postof-flc- e early for the many delightful canyons
TUITION FEES.
115 East De Vargas Street.
Phone 123 J.
is announced for Aupust 9th. Fur- a fid fishing streams, and Santa Fe
New Mexico.
ther information
may be obtained canyon and the Pecos were favored
One hour, dictation, for speed Id
from the local civil service board.
To one who visited
mostly.
the shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
Valley Ranch it looked as though the
One hour, dictation, any system,
Medical Board Meets.
entire population there was made up (phonograph) $1.00.
Five hours, dictation, for speed In
The state board of health and med-- of Santa Fe people. There were ala dozrn automobiles from Santa shorthand, one hour daily, (phonoical examiners is in session this
Fe
Iined
P at the popular
resort. graph) $L0O.
ernoon at the senate chamber of the
In addition to routine mat- Among those noticed in and around
per
Teaching, any one subject,
capital.
"WHEW! IT'S HOT, I AM TOO
EXHAUSTED
TO
TALK
ters, a number of physicians will be the ranch and on the river were: hour $1.25.
ME FOR A SCREENED
HARDWARE.
Machine practice, or private letter
J. B.
examined for licenses to practice in Judges Hanna and Roberts,
PORCH. A HAMMOCK,
Wedding Boquets.
a fan and at much ice cream as I can contain. I feel sorry for you
wood, Nathan Salmon, Dr. Rolls, E. writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
this state.
C. Burke, G. Volney Howard, Alfred
Designs and Floral Decorations.
If you haven't got a freezer;
Per week, five hours daily, live days
t's no luxury, it's a downright neces&
Rolls, 'Mrs. I. B. Hanna, Mr. and Mrs. week tuition $6.00.
Verdict for Plaintiff.
sity. The Reliable Hardware Co., have several patterns that do
the work easily. They keep t he ice bill down.
A verdict for the plaintiff
Per month, five hours dally, five
was ren- Tom Hanna, of Lamy, Ed. Safford.
dered ilate Saturday in the case of Mrs. Nora E. Summers, Mrs. G. F. dayB week, tuition $20.00.
They have lots of other sea sonable things at reasonable prices:
Ice Picks, Refrigerators, Lemon Squeezers, ice Shavers,
Life scholarship for shorthand, typeGarcia vs. Garcia in the federal dist- McNitt, Jack Akers, Harry Dunbaugh,
Flreless
rict court. The jury found for the and others. This has become the po- writing, spelling $100.00.
Cookers, Etc. The heat does not Interfere with Iheir delivery. Or
der ail you want and take it e asy.
Life scholarship for above, and any
plaintiff in every one of the eight In- pular Sunday resort for Santa Feans.
They'll demonstrate any of t heir goods, but better go there in the
terrogatories propounded by Judge and the surroundings, together with and all commercial subjects, or ten of
Pope. In effect, this declares Florence the excellent trout fishing and to its the subjects named: Bookkeeping,
morning, itH be cooler and no rush.
Lillian Garcia the daughter and heir attractiveness.
hanking,
arithmetic,
advertising,
Hope to see you soon at
PHONE 85 MAIN.
ci edit, science, civil service, commeroi Elias Garcia, deceased. She will Incial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
herit an estate valued at about $75.- - C. E. CONVENTION AT
LOS ANGELES CLOSES. Insurance,
normal, public speaking,
,000, It is said, although In the neigh
AND
borhood of $15,000 has already been
system,
salesmanship,
penmanship,
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
Los
14.
voice
LUMP
culture $250.00.
The
expended in court costs in the Bult.
Angeles, Calif., July
THE
ltst day of the 26th International
WOOD
LUMP
It will not pay you to waste your Christian Endeavor convention was SANTA FE BUSINaa COLLEGE
WOOD
COAL
CORD
STEAM
time writing out your legal forms filled with a series of meetings.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
Work for the New Mexican, It Is
when you can get thera already print-AThe convention will close tonight,
at the New Mexican Printlne vhen President Clark will deliver the working for you, tor Santa Fe and
Montezuma Ayenue, near A ,T. St S. F. Railroad Depot.
the new state.
Company,
closing message.
AZTEC
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Santa Fe Hardware

RAISE

&

Supply Co.

To raise this quickly

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS IsTOW

W.

for new desks, paint
n g, decorati n g, etc. o r
the new premises of
the SANTA FE
INESS COLLEGE(the

LOCAL ITEMS.

THE DE VARGAS

same stairs as
photographer,
the cash fee for a life
scholarship for Shorthand, Blindhand Typewriting, Spelling and
Punctuation and
manship will be $95
instead of $150, if
rolled before the 17th
inst.,next Thursday.
These much reduced
terms offered to the
first three suitable
plicants only. Book-

i

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

OF

ss

WHOLESALE

$300

keeping $75 instead of
$100. No books to buy
to those who enroll
within 7 days.

AND RETAIL

HACK No. O.

Flour Hay, Xirain, Potatoes and Salt.

Always

at the Plaza,

d

Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

45

Lut-tinge-

y

BARGAINS

CITY PROPERTY

(

Brick-Adob-

GEO.

1
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KINSELL, SANTA FE, N. M.

Cut Flowers

I

n

the ri iDcunniu monciu

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Your Reliable Hardware Store.
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d

SAWED

SIZES.

